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Abstract
This study aimed at evaluating the availability of fluency activities (role play,
discussions, conversation, brainstorming, and picture describing) in the exercises of
English for Palestine 8 textbook, to find to what degree the fluency activities in the
eighth grade textbook match the suggested criteria. To achieve the aim of the study,
the researcher adopted the descriptive analytical method. So , the researcher used
two tools to collect the needed data which are: a content analysis card and a
questionnaire, where the researcher built the suggested criteria benefiting from the
related literature, previous studies and publications of different institutions, and the
opinions of a number of educational experts to benefit from their comments and
modifications. After that, the questionnaire was distributed to the sample members.
The sample of the study was a purposive sample consisting of (30) male English
teachers of middle stage in North Gaza Governorate, to check their points of view
about the fluency activities in the exercises of English for Palestine 8 textbook.
The researcher excluded the students' opinion from the study tools, because students
do not give honest results about items of questionnaires, and they do not have
sufficient experience in the field of analysis of textbooks .
The following findings were drawn out from the analysis of the textbook: First, the
fluency activities which were investigated are "discussions” with 29.5% and the
first rank, role play with 29.0%, and the second rank, “brainstorming” with 18.9%,
and the third rank, “conversation” with 16.1% and the fourth rank, picture
describing with 6.6% and fifth rank," as a result in the whole eighth grade English
textbook. Second, according to the teachers' opinions about fluency activities, role
play got 70.48%, discussions got 69.88%, conversation got 69.88%, brainstorming
got 68.45%, and picture describing got 72.00%. The results of the analysis of the
content analysis card show that fluency activities needs to be developed in the
exercises of English for Palestine 8 textbook. In the light of these data, the
researcher recommends modifying the fluency activities by providing them with
enrichment material that includes fluency activities intensively. English language
supervisors and principals are also recommended to hold more workshops to train
English language teachers on how to enhance the fluency activities in the pupils'
speaking.
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ملخص الرسالة باللغة العربية
رِدف ُرٍ الدزاسخ إلٔ الزعسف علٔ هدٓ رضوي أًشطةخ الةقلطخ ّالزطٖ رشطوع لعطت اّ ،ازل ّ الوٌبلشطخ ل
الطرٌُٖ ل ّ ّصط

الوحب صطخ ل ّ العصط

الصطْز فطٖ عو٘ط الزوطبزٗي الوْعطْ ح فطٖ كزطبة الصط

الضطبهي

ا،سبسطٖ للةطخ اجًغل٘صٗططخ ّذلط لوعسفطخ هططدٓ رطْفس ُطرٍ الوِططبزاد فطٖ ال زطبة  ّ .رحم٘مططب ُ،طداف الدزاسططخ
اسزخدم الجبحش الوٌِظ الْصفٖ الزحل٘لٖ هي خقل ثٌبء أ ار٘ي لغو الوعلْهبد الوةلْثخ ُّوب ثةبلطخ رحل٘طع
ّاسزج٘بى خبص ثوعلوٖ اللةخ اجًغل٘صٗخ للص

الضبهي ل ّلمد لبم الجبحش ثجٌبء أ اح الزحل ٘ع ثعد اطقعَ علٔ

ا ،ة الزسثْٕ ّالدزاسبد السبثمخ ّ .للزحمك هي صدق ا ،اح ل لبم الج بحش ثعسضطِب علطٔ عطد هطي الخجطساء
الزسثْٗ٘ي ل ّعد هي هدزس٘ي اللةخ اجًغل٘صٗخل ّعد هي ا،كب ٗو٘٘ي هطي هخزلط

الغبهعطبد لقسطزفب ح هطي

رعل٘مططبرِن ّهقحتططبرِن ل ّفططٔ ضططْء ُططرٍ الزعل٘مططبد ّالوقحتططبد ل لططبم الجبحططش ثططبعساء ثعططر الزة٘٘ططساد
ّالزعطدٗقد الجسط٘ةخ ّإعطدا الشط ع الٌِطب ٖ لطد اح ّ .لزحم٘طك زعطخ الضمطخ ل لطبم الجبحطش ثبسطزخدام عطد هطي
ا،سططبل٘ت اجحصططب ٘خ ّالوعططب د اجحصططب ٘خ ّ .ثعططد ذلط ل لططبم الجبحططش ثزْشٗط ا سططزج٘بى علططٔ عٌ٘ططخ هططي
هعلوٖ اللةخ اجًغل٘صٗخ لل ص
اللةخ اجًغل٘صٗ خ للص

الضطبهي سطزةقو ّعِطبد ًتطسُن عطي أًشطةخ الةقلطخ الوزضطوٌخ فطٖ كزطبة

الضطبهي  ّ .كبًطذ عٌ٘طخ الدزاسطخ ل عٌ٘طخ همصطْ ح ل  03هعلوطب للةطخ اجًغل٘صٗطخ هطي

الوسحلخ الوزْسةخ هي أصع  03هعلوب حست ّشازح الزسث٘خ ّالزعل٘ن فٖ هحبفتخ شوبل غصح .
ّاسزضٌٔ الجبحش زإٔ الةلجخ هي ا ّاد الدزاسخ ل ّالزصس فمظ علٔ زإٔ الوعلو٘ي ّرحل٘ع ال زبة الودزسطٖ
رحل٘ق ٗدّٗب ل ّعوع همبزًخ احصب ٘خ ث٘ي اعبثبد الوعلو٘ي ًّزب ظ رحل٘طع ال زطبة الودزسطٖ ل ،ى الةطقة
فططٖ الص ط

الضططبهي ا،سبسططٖ

الودزسٖ ّكرل

ٗوزل ططْى المططدزح علططٔ اعةططبء اعبثططبد صططب لخ حططْل رم٘طط٘ن هحزططْٓ ال زططبة

ٗعةْى ًزب ظ علو٘خ صب لخ هي خقل اجعبثخ علٔ اسئل خ ا سزج٘بى .

ّرضوٌذ ًزب ظ الدزاسخ هب ٗلٖ :
أّ ً :زب ظ أ اح رحل٘ع الوحزْٓ ً،شةخ الةقلخ  :ح٘ش حصع لعت اّ ،از علٔ ًسجخ %0..3ل ّ الوٌبلشطخ
علٔ ًسجخ  ّ %0..2الوحب صخ علٔ ًسجخ  ّ %1..1العص
علٔ ًسجخ  %...فٖ كزبة اللةخ اجًغل٘صٗخ للص

الرٌُٖ علطٔ ًسطجخ ّ ّ % 1...صط

الصطْز

الضبهي.

صبً٘ب ً :زب ظ ا سزج٘بى  :ح٘ش حصع لعت اّ ،از علٔ ًسجخ % 33.0.ل ّ الوٌبلشخ علٔ ًسجخ % .....ل
ّ الوحب صططخ علططٔ ًسططجخ % .....ل ّ العص ط

الططرٌُٖ علططٔ ًسططجخ ّ ّ %...0ص ط

الصططْز علططٔ ًسططجخ

ّٗ .% 30.33عصّ الجبحش الفسّق فٖ الٌزب ظ ث٘ي الجبحش ّالوعلو٘ي إلٔ أى الجبحش لبم ثزحل٘ع ال زبة رحل٘ق
ٗدّٗبل كع روسٗي علٔ حدٍ ل ثٌ٘وب الوعل وْى اعزودّا علطٔ خجطسارِن السطبثمخ ّالزطركس ّاجعبثطخ السطةح٘خ فطٖ
إعبثبرِن علطٔ أسطئلخ ا سطزج٘بى ل ّف٘وطب ٗزعلطك ثٌزطب ظ أ اٍ الزحل٘طع فطبى أًشطةخ الةقلطخ الودزعطخ فطٖ روطبزٗي
ال زبة رحزبط إلٔ إصساء ّرةْٗسل ّفٖ ضْء ُرٍ الحمب ك أّصٔ الجبحطش ثزعطدٗع أًشطةخ الةقلطخ ثزصّٗطدُب
ثوب ح إصسا ٘خ رشزوع علٔ أًشةخ الةقلخ ثش ع ه ض

ّكوب أّصطٔ الوشطسف٘ي ثعمطد ّزاد ردزٗج٘طخ لزطدزٗت

الوعلو٘ي علٔ رعصٗص اسزخدام اً،شةخ الزٖ رٌوٖ الةقلخ فٖ الزحدس لدٓ الةقة .
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Chapter One
Background of the Study
1.1.

Introduction
English has spread widely all over the world, and has one of the most famous

languages since the end of World War II, leaving back other famous languages like
French. Therefore, English is now used by millions of speakers for a number of
communicative functions around the world. It has become the preferred language in
a number of functions such as international business, UN institutions and the
international universities. Moreover, English has become the main foreign language
occupying an important position in many states, including Palestine. Despite the
fact that it is neither a native nor an official language in Palestine, it is the most
widely taught foreign language at all stages of education systems.
Thus, many Palestinians learners start studying English at Primary schools, some
others start as early as primary school or even pre-school. In our society, there are
some sorts of schools: public schools follow the Ministry of Education and Higher
Education, Refugees schools follow (UNRWA), and private schools are run by
individuals. All had English teaching programs that did not start from the first
classroom. Dajani and Mclaughlin (2009: 27) say:
A new Palestinian curriculum has been developed and introduced Progressively
since 2000. For the first time English language became a core subject starting from
the first grade (age 6 years) in an educational system which traditionally introduced
English as a curriculum subject only in grade five (age 11 years).
we should be aware that English is used by three groups of speakers: those who
have inherited it as their birth tongue, those who have acquired it as a second
language, and those who are compelled to use it for some special purposes as
diplomats, businessmen, journalists, consultants, scientists, technologists, or
students of literature (Schnoor, 2003:17).
To emphasize that English is also the language chosen for academic
discussion and writing in faculties of science in Palestine as most scientists confront
the need to read and publish in English. On the other hand, English is just
considered essential for higher education even in Palestine where Arabic is very
important for cultural and religious reasons, thus it occupies an important place in
our schools.
0

Keshta (2002:1) states ,"English is a universal language; the language of
communication across countries in the international world of trade, business
communication, air transportation and technology." The primary purpose of language
teaching is to develop the ability of learners to share in the communication process.
The problem is that most students fail to attain the required grade of skillfulness
either in fluency or productive skills or together despite being exposed to English
instruction for a long time at different levels. The reasons for the weakness in fluency
of students have long been a matter of discussion among educators.
Genc (2007: 6) argues that "when we learn a language, there are four skills that we
need for complete communication. When we learn our native language, we usually
learn to listen first, then to speak, then to read, and finally to write. These are called
the four “language skills.” In order to achieve a good command of the language, it is
important that the students master all these language skills." Channey (1998, pp. 1819) reported that there are many methods that can be used to improve student's
speaking skills in English. These methods should be interesting. One of them is by
giving students information – gap activity which might make the students interact
easily in speaking activity.
In English activities, there are two reasons why speaking skill is difficult for the
students: First, the students do not have the motivation to speak English, as they have
no chance to practice it outside the classroom. Second, the teachers may not be using
the appropriate methods in teaching speaking skill.
While teaching English as a foreign language requires the use of effective learning
methods, techniques, language games, or activities that support the speaking skill.
From his knowledge of the educational process, the researcher thinks that teaching
fluency is very necessary in teaching speaking, because it helps to solve some
problems in classroom such individual differences, a high number of students, and the
lack of practicing speaking outside the classroom. This helps teachers and students to
practice using speaking in pairs and group work. Also it can build good habits like
self–confidence and self–correction when students speak. Although, the pupils in our
schools usually learn English at an average ranging from five to six periods per week,
this should enable them to speak fluently and readily, but this is seldom completed.
The researcher can safely summarize that students do learn English via teaching,
but they can't speak it well, because they don't practice using language outside
classroom; therefore, the researcher proposes the following method to solve these
problems.
0

1.2.

Statement of the Problem:
According to the researcher's knowledge, he supposes that there is a problem

in teaching speaking and using fluency in speaking, so teachers need to improve their
techniques by teaching speaking communicatively and they must define the rate of
fluency activities in the textbook. In the light of the researcher's observations and the
review of relevant literature, the researcher sees that teaching speaking fluency hasn't
been given due attention in teaching.

So, this study will attempt to check the

availability of fluency activities in English for Palestine textbook for eighth-grade in
Palestine from teacher's point of views. Thus, the problem is stated in the following
major question:
What are the fluency activities that are incorporated in the exercises of English
for Palestine 8 textbook?
In the light of the pervious major question, the researcher will attempt to answer the
following questions:
1- To what degree do fluency activities in English for Palestine 8 textbook enhance
speaking skills from the teachers' point of view?
2- Are there statistically significant differences at (a=0, 05) between content
analysis findings and the Eighth grade English language teachers' estimates of
the presence of fluency activities?
1.3.

Research Hypotheses:

1- The fluency activities are moderately available in English for Palestine 8
textbook.
2- There are no fluency activities available in English for Palestine 8 textbook as
perceived by eighth grade teachers of English language.
3- There are no statistically significant differences at (a =0.05) between the
researcher's estimate of the presence of fluency activities and that of English
language teachers.
1.4.

Importance of the Study:

This study is important as it may:
1. Open new prospects for English language teachers to benefit from the
evaluation process to get acquainted with fluency activities.

0

2. Determining the fluency activities that need to be included in the textbook of
English eighth –grade in Palestine.
3. Assist planners and writers of textbooks in their work.
4. Encourage teachers to employ fluency activities in the 8th basic class, and
provide new ideas for improvement and modification of English for Palestine 8
textbook.
5. It takes its importance due to the absence of the previous studies which deal
with the fluency activities in speaking skills of English language in textbook for
eighth-grade in Palestine.
6. It is more useful for other researchers to write studies similar to this study.
7. It may help the researchers and those interested in curriculum analysis.
8. Finally, in the light of the research results, some recommendations and
suggestions will be expounded for both students and teachers who seek to
develop speaking skills through using fluency activities.

1.5.

The Objectives of the Study:

The study aims at achieving the following goals:
1. Prepare a list of fluency activities that should be included in English for
Palestine 8 textbook.
2.

Identify the degree of inclusion of curriculum designers English for Palestine
textbook 8 of fluency activities.

3. Identify the degree of inclusion of English for Palestine 8 textbook of fluency
activities from the teachers' points of view.
4. Shed light on the importance of fluency activities in developing speaking skills;
for this may encourage teachers to use such activities in teaching pronunciation.
5. Help researchers to carry out studies on English language teachers training in
order to help all teachers to be professional in their work.

1.6.

Limitations of the Study:

1- Academic limitation: The study will be limited to English for Palestine 8
textbook in Palestine by focusing on: Each lesson of English for Palestine 8
textbook.
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2- Place limitations: The study will be applied to government schools in North
Gaza.
3- Time limitations: The study will be applied in the second term 2016/2017.
4- Population: The population of the study comprises all teachers of English of
8th grade at Government schools in north Gaza. The sample of the study was
purposive sample consisting of (30) male English teachers of middle stage in
North Gaza governorate.
5- Instruments: The researcher will use analytical tool and a questionnaire of
fluency activities and speaking skills.

1.7 Definition of Terms :
The researcher includes some definitions of key terms to support readers'
understanding for this thesis. They are as follows:
1- Speaking:
Speaking is expressing speaker‟s self easily or can be characterized by clear
expressive language through the use of uttered sounds for auditory communication.
When we learn a language, there are four skills that we need for complete
communication; when we learn our native language, we usually learn to listen first,
then to speak, then to read, and finally to write. Donald (2005).
Channey (1998: 13) stated that “speaking is the process of building and sharing
meaning through the use of verbal and non- verbal symbols in a variety of contexts.”
The researcher concludes that speaking skill, is the extent of one's ability to
acquire positive positions in relation to others and the ability to interact in everyday
situations using language.
2- Fluency:
Longman Dictionary (2001:541) explains fluency as “mode expressing thought in
a language , whether oral or written, especially such use of a language in the
expression of thought as exhibits the spirit and faculty of an artist, choice or
arrangement of words in discourse , rhetorical expression.” Also, Ellis ( 2003: 342)
defines fluency as "the extent to which the language is produced in performing a task
manifests pausing, hesitation, or reformulation."
.

The researcher concludes that fluency is a high level speaking of language
proficiency and ability to speak rapidly continuously without stutter.
3- 8th Graders:
They are 13-14 old students in the governmental, UNRWA, and Private schools in
Palestine and study English for Palestine 8.
Arabic is their mother-tongue, and they have been taught English as a foreign
language since they were at their first grade classes.
4- English for Palestine Grade 8:
English for Palestine Grade 8 refers to the English textbook for the 8th graders
published by the Palestinian Ministry of Education and Higher Education in August
2008. It includes general guidelines for the methods, general objectives, the authors
of the syllabus , and the teaching procedures as well as the various ways of evaluating
the students' achievement.

5- Research Design:
The researcher will use descriptive analytical method. It is the approach that is
studying the phenomenon or a particular event or issue currently exists which can be
obtained on the details to answer the research questions , but without interference of
the researcher (Agha, Al Ostad, 2000: 83 ).
The Researcher adopted the descriptive analytical approach in the current study,
because it describes the phenomenon precisely without introducing any other factors
that affect the phenomenon.

6- Procedures of the Study:
To achieve the aims of the study, the researcher will:
1- Preview the previous related studies about evaluation and analysis of the text book.
2- Review the related literature and previous studies related to speaking skills and
fluency activities.
3- prepare a list of fluency activities that should have been included in English for
Palestine 8 textbook , (role play, discussions, conversation, brainstorming, and
picture describing).
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4- Design the instruments of

the study which is : questionnaire for teachers of

English.
5- Follow the procedures of validation, reliability, and inclusivity of the analysis tool
and the questionnaire.
6- The statistical analysis and recording the results.
7- Analyze the data statistically by using appropriate statistical analysis .
8- Interpret the results of the study and offer suggestions and recommendations in the
light of the study results.
7- Statistical Methods Used in the Study:
To answer the study questions and hypotheses, the researcher used the following
statistical methods:
1. Frequencies and Percentages are used to help the researcher to describe the study
sample.
2. Mean, Standard Deviation, and Percentage Mean are used for describing the
dimensions.
3. Pearson's Correlation Coefficients are used to measure the degree of correlation and
to study the relation between variables.
4. Cronbach's Alpha Coefficient and Split – Half Coefficient are used to determine the
constancy of questionnaires' items.
5. T - Tests are used to test the opinion of the respondents in the content of the
sentences (one sample).
6. (SPSS) Package for the Social Sciences used for manipulating and analyzing the
data.
Summary
Chapter one attempted to define the statement of the study which sought to
examine fluency activities in English for Palestine 8 Textbook from Teacher's
viewpoints. This chapter also included the purpose and the significance of the study,
the limitations of the study, as well as the operational definitions of the terms.

.
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2 . 1 . Introduction:
The theoretical framework of the current study is comprised of two basic parts.
The first part is related to speaking and speaking skills. The second part is related to
fluency and fluency activities. Firstly, the researcher discusses content analysis
definition with its advantages and its importance. This will be followed by the
definition of speaking and speaking skills, the second part is related to fluency and
fluency activities. The researcher will also discuss fluency; definition, levels, skills
and elements, as well as the factors that impact and prevent it.
2.2. Content Analysis:
Content analysis is a research method used to determine the presence of
doubtless words or concepts within texts or groups of texts. Content analysis is
described as the scientific study of the content of communication with reference to
the meaning, context, and intentions contained in messages. The term content
analysis is 75 years old as listed in Webster's Dictionary of English language since
1961 (Las Das, D. K, 2008: P. 173). A number of definitions of content analysis are
available. According to Berlson (1952), content analysis is a research technique for
the objective, systematic, and quantitative description of the manifest content of
communication. Holsti (1968) says that it is any technique for making inferences
by systematically and objectively identifying specified characteristics of messages.
Kerlinger (1986) defined content analysis as a method of studying and
analyzing communication in a systematic, objective, and quantitative manner for the
purpose of measuring variables. As for Weber (1985) it is a research methodology
that utilizes a set of procedures to make valid inferences from text.
The researcher defines „content analysis‟ as a research style to create
credible and useful inferences from data to their context, to provide knowledge,
fresh insights, emphasis on facts, and a functional proof to action.
Al-Khalili (2005) adds that content analysis is a scientific method to collect
data from written or taped documents and analyze them to obtain objective
interpretations and suitable deductions.
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About content analysis, Nicolas (1978: 52) mentioned a set of criteria that can be
summarized in:
Validity Criteria: The content is valid when it is realistic, original, scientifically
true and related to the aims.
Significance Criteria: the content with a value in the student's life, it covers all the
fields of knowledge, values, and skills aiming to develop
student's mental skills and positive attitudes.
Interest Criteria: the content should be compatible with student's interests and
attitudes.
Learnability Criteria: The content should be capable of learning taking into
account the learner's capabilities, compatible with individual
difference and presenting the educational material gradually.
Universality Criteria: Content is good when it contains types of learning that
know no borders among humanity, it should connect the student
with the world around him.
2.3. Characteristics of Content Analysis:
Content analysis is characterized with some types that identify it from other
styles so here are some of these characteristics:
1-

Content analysis is used as a scientific research method in scientific research
steps that start from specifying the problem, hypotheses, questions, and
procedures to obtain results and their interpretations related to the problem of
the study.

2-

Content analysis describes implicit and clear analysis of the topic to be
analyzed. It deals with the topic through classifying the data.

3-

Content analysis depends on objective specification of analysis categories and
units.

4-

Content analysis is a method that requires account and repetitions of units
specified by the researcher and inserting them in analysis lists to be used in
interpretations, inferences and generalization.

5-

Content analysis method requires objectivity, validity and stability.

6-

Content analysis is not limited to quantitative analysis of the phenomenon of
the study, but it includes the qualitative analysis of the study phenomenon.
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7-

Content analysis method requires the study of all parts of the content in a
balanced way, in other word, content analysis is characterized with balance and
comprehension in one time (Al-Smeiri 1998: 118).
Also, Zaitoun (2003: 201) specifies the characteristics of content analysis in

these main points:
1. It is an objective method to describe the phenomenon, description means to
interpret the phenomenon as it happened and in the light of the rules that enable
us to predict it.
2. It is an objective method, which means that the tool measures effectively what
should be measured, and this tool can be used by other researchers.
3. Content analysis process is an organized method. Organization means that a
researcher follows a practical plan in his job.
4. Content analysis process is a quantitative method in which the analysis process
depends on quantitative estimates as the base of the study.
5. Content analysis is a process that depends on scientific methods; content
analysis process aims to analyze the content. Through discovering relations that
connect phenomena and adding rules to interpret them.
Accordingly, the researcher believes that content analysis is a necessary style of
educational evaluation. After content analysis method, we can say on curriculum,
its content, inclusion, and performance to realize the purposes of the curriculum
through a scientific, systematic and thematic process.
2.4. Uses of Content Analysis:
Due to the fact that it can be applied to examine any piece of writing or
occurrence of recorded communication, content analysis is currently used in a
dizzying array of fields, ranging from marketing and media studies, to literature and
rhetoric, ethnography and cultural studies, gender and age issues, sociology and
political science, psychology and cognitive science, and many other fields of
inquiry. (Neuendorf,2002:21)
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2. 5. Steps of Content Analysis:
The common style of content analysis is preparing rating categories, these
categories are categorized into major points and sub points if we want to analyze
any book to measure the extent of realizing the general educational purposes.
The same thing can be said if we want to identify the media, bias towards a
certain issue, we should define bias and specify shape, behavior, attitudes, words,
sentences that indicate that type of bias, then try to find from the available texts the
repetitions of these sides and their degree to reach reliable judgments (Al-Smeiri,
1998: 121).
Finally, the researcher concludes that the common styles of content analysis rely
on rating of categories that the researcher determines based on the problem of the
study, and then analyzes the information based on these categories.
2.6. Benefits of Analysis Tool:
Tueima (1987) cites some benefits of content analysis tool:


Help the researcher to complete the elements of analysis , so he won't miss
any part of them.



Follow one system in the analysis process.



Achieve objective and high stability factor of the analysis process.



Monitor recurrence rates of phenomena, so he could employ the data with
more than one mean and to achieve more than one aim.



Quick analysis of the content of more than one subject or a textbook, so it
saves time and efforts especially if it is designed by a computer.

The researcher believes that content analysis is one of scientific research
processes in the age of the explosion of knowledge, the age of tremendous
information and scientific revolution, so researchers considered content analysis as
a major process in analyzing information.
2.7. Importance of Content Analysis:
Content analysis has special importance for researchers as it provides them with
the ability to know the attitudes, the opinions and the values that they couldn't get
through direct communication.

Thus researchers are less biased than in other

approaches (AL Assaf, 1989: 235).
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2.8. Disadvantages of Content Analysis:
On other hand, each method has some shortcomings that affect its application
and make it less effective in that there is a probability of reaching wrong
conclusions and

judgments. Also, the documents can be limited and

incomprehensive that affects the obtained results. The content analysis may be
wrongly applied (AL- Assaf, 1989: 235).
2.1.1. Part 1: Speaking and Speaking Skills
This part covers the components of speaking skill, types of speaking, the
importance of teaching speaking, the role of teacher in speaking activities, types of
classroom speaking activities, problems associated with teaching speaking, the
importance of speaking skill in the classroom, practicing the speaking skill in
classroom, teaching speaking techniques, student‟s motivation to participate in
speaking, teaching speaking in Palestine, and speaking activities in English for
Palestine 8.
Speaking is probably the most important and interesting component of any
language. It explains the most normal and common form of communication between
humans.

We can confidently state that people speak more than they write, so

speaking is also perhaps the main aim for anyone learning a foreign language.
However, it can be often obstructed by a group of factors, such as shyness, laziness,
lack of self–confidence, fear of other people's judgment. Sometimes it is not easy to
overcome such difficulties people may have with oral communication in a foreign
language and this can often lead to tension, frustration and lack of advantages in
learning. Speaking is an essential side of second language learning through which
students learn ideas, improve vocabulary and become aware of the frame of English
language. Speaking skill is often indicated as a productive skill because it includes
the realization of language.
Despite its importance, for a long time, teaching speaking has been undervalued
and English language teachers used teaching speaking just as petition of practices or
memorizing of conversations.

But today's world imposes that the purpose of

teaching speaking should develop students' communicative skillfulness, because
only in that method, students can express themselves and discover how to follow
the social and cultural principles suitable in every communicative situation.
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Students' progress in their official speaking when teachers stretch provides how
to arrange their concepts for presentation. Students can give best utterances when
they can arrange their presentation in assortment of various modes, including
consecutive, chronologic and objective. They want practice in arranging their
speaking about problems and solutions, reasons and outcomes, and similarities and
differences. After choosing the best way of arranging, they can Practice speaking
with other students or with everyone.

2.1.2. Speaking
First of all, it is useful to have a look at some definitions of speaking. This will
give an idea what is speaking in fact, how different authors note speaking and what
they include in that term. On the other hand, the definition which is the most related
to the work research will be chosen.
Definitions of speaking can be very extensive. Underwood (1997:11) says that
speaking means creative process; an active interaction between speaker and listener
that involves thought and emotion.
Nevertheless, common concept indicates that despite the fact that speaking as a
process is usually taken as gifted, its technique is more developed than simply
presenting information by pronunciation. Speaking involves expressing ideas and
opinions; expressing a wish or a need to do something; establishing and maintaining
social relationships and friendships (McDonough & Shaw, 2003:134).

As we can see, these definitions are in fact aimed at general public; nevertheless,
it is clear that speaking is a rather difficult process. Oxford Advanced Dictionary
(1995:827) presents speaking as the ability to express or communicate opinions,
feelings, ideas, or as talking and it involves the activities on the part of the speaker
as psychological, physiological (articulator) and physical (acoustic) stages. Luoma
(2004: 2) defines speaking as an interactive process of constructing meaning that
involves producing, receiving and processing information. Many scientists agree
with the concept of speaking as a complicated process. According to Hornby, Cowie
& Gymson (1974: 826-827), "speaking is making use of words in an ordinary voice,
uttering words, knowing and being able to use a language; expressing oneself in
words; making a speech.”
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When debating speaking, Thornbury (2005: IV) reasonably notices that "there is
a lot more to speaking than the ability to form grammatically correct sentences and
then to pronounce them." Chaney and Burk (1998: 13) propose that speaking is "the
process of building and sharing meaning through the use of verbal and non-verbal
symbols, in a variety of contexts."
Another definition says that "speaking is an interactive process of constructing
meaning that involves producing and receiving and processing information" (Burns
& Joyce, 1997: 17). Harmer (2007: 269) in some shapes extends that statement,
indicating that "the ability to speak fluently presupposes not only knowledge of
language features, but also the ability to process information and language on the
spot." Fulcher gives one more definition of speaking: "Speaking is the verbal use of
language to communicate with others” (p. 23).
Eckard & Kearny (1981), Florez (1999) and Howarth (2001) define speaking as
a two–way process involving a true communication of ideas, information or
feelings. Hedge (2000: 261) defines speaking as "a skill by which they [people] are
judged while first impressions are being formed."

Finally, all these definitions reveal the idea that speaking includes not only the
performance of the linguistic knowledge orally, but also some various definitions.
Such as being able to employ this knowledge, actually, leads to more successful
communication. However, all authors have different sides of speaking in their
definitions. In this study, the researcher attempted to organize lineaments or
components of speaking.

Harmer (2007: 269-271) separates between speaking

components in to two groups: language lineaments and mental or social processing.
The first includes connected speech (assimilation, elision, added or linking sounds),
expressive devices (variation of pitch, stress, volume, speed of utterances, as well as
other physical and non-physical means in order to convey meanings), grammar
(particular common lexical phrases which vary according to the functions and
contexts) and negotiation language.
The second includes language processing (ability to retrieve words and phrases
from memory into syntactically appropriate sequences), interacting with others
(ability to listen and understand the feelings of the other participants, knowledge of
turn- taking) and information processing.

1.

A Different classification is made via Thornbury as follows:
The kind of knowledge that speakers bring to the skill of speaking comprise extra
linguistic knowledge, such as background knowledge of topic and culture, and
linguistic knowledge, including discourse knowledge, speech act knowledge, and
knowledge of grammar, vocabulary and phonology. Harmer (2007: 269-271).
Andryani (2012: 2) delineates speaking skill as the ability to speak the target
language to communicate with others and it consists of accuracy, fluency, grammar,
vocabulary, pronunciation and comprehensibility. Finally, it is imperative to come
up with the definition of speaking which will be taken as a basic one in this thesis.
Thus, speaking will be defined as a complex skill that takes place in a
communicative case in order to send information from one person to another as well
as the extent of the person's ability to acquire positive positions in relation to others
and the ability to interact in everyday situations. In the following points, the
researcher offers the literature frame the concept of speaking skills and its
functions, forms and ingredients which can be used in our classroom settings.

2.1.3. The Components of Speaking Skill:

1- Pronunciation
Pronunciation is the style for learners to produce clearer language when they are
speaking. The researcher believes that the learners can communicate actively when
they have excellent pronunciation even though they have limited grammar and
vocabulary. Pronunciation refers to the classic or usual speaking of words. From
that it can be concluded that pronunciation is the way for students to produce the
utterance of words clearly when they are speaking (Kline, 2001:69). English
pronunciation does not mean mastery of a list of sounds or isolated words. Instead,
it means to learn and practice the specifically English way of making a speaker's
thoughts easy to follow (Gilbert, 2008:1).
Moreover, pronunciation includes all those aspects of speech which make
for an easily intelligible flow of speech, including segmental articulation, rhythm,
intonation and phrasing, and more peripherally even gesture, body language and eye
contact (Fraser, 2001:6).
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2- Vocabulary
Vocabulary is very necessary for successful second language, because without an
overall vocabulary, we will be helpless to use the frame and role we may have learned
for understandable communication. It can be said that one way the success in
communicative, which is the power of words.
Vocabulary means the suitable method or the most serious thing in a language
particularly in speaking; moreover, knowing many words will make it easier to
express our concepts, feeling, and ideas both in oral or written shape. In spoken
language, the vocabulary tends to be familiar and everyday (Turk, 2003: 87). It
means that in spoken language or speaking, the vocabulary used must be known and
it is used in daily conversation in order to understand the spoken discourse.
Students need to identify words, their meanings, how they are spelt, and how they
are pronounced.
Thus, when studying vocabulary, the teachers have to make sure that they explain
the meaning as well as the spelling and pronunciation. Vocabulary is the knowledge
of meanings of words. As they learn to read, written vocabulary comes to play an
increasingly larger role in literacy than does the oral vocabulary (Hiebert and
Kamil, 2005:3).
3- Fluency
Fluency is defined as the ability to speak fluently and accurately. It usually refers
to expressing oral language honestly without obstruction. In learning process, if the
teacher wants to check student's fluency, the teacher lets students express
themselves honestly without obstruction. The aim is to help students speak fluently
and with calmness. The teacher does not correct immediately whereas the idea
being that too much correction interferes with the flow of conversation (Pollard,
2008:16).

2.1.4. Types of Speaking:
Speaking is regarded as one of the language productive skills, Brown (2004)
has stated five kinds of speaking according to the speaker's intentions; imitative
speaking, intensive speaking, responsive speaking, interactive speaking and
extensive speaking.
1.

1- Imitative Speaking
Imitative speaking is the ability to imitate or repeat the other's speech as a word,
phrase or the sentences. This type of repetition may contain several benefits of
language as grammar in order to convey a meaning or even to interact in a
conversation, by paying attention to pronunciation as an attempt to help learners to
be more comprehensible (Brown, 2004: 141).
2- Intensive Speaking
Intensive speaking is defined as the production of short spaces of a conversation
during which they explain the capabilities in a limited band of grammatical
relationships such as intonation, stress and rhythm; here the speaker must be aware of
the semantic properties in order to be able to reply. This type of speaking also
includes some assessment tasks like reading aloud, sentences and dialogue
completion, and so on (Brown, 2004: 141).
3- Responsive Speaking
This kind of speaking includes short interactions such as short conversations,
small speech and easy requests in order to preserve authenticity with only one or
two following up questions or retorts as Brown (2004: 142) shown in the following
short conversation:
A. Marry: Excuse me, do you have the time?
B. Doug: yeah. Nine- fifteen.
4- Interactive Speaking
Interactive speaking differs from responsive speaking in terms of length and
complexity of interaction, this kind includes two shapes of languages; transactional
language and interpersonal language. The former is aimed at exchanging specific
information while the latter has the purpose of maintaining social relationship.

In this type of interpersonal

language, oral production can become more

complex with the use of slang language. Interactive speaking includes some
assessment tasks such as interviews, role play and discussion activities (Brown,
2004: 142).
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5- Extensive Speaking
The final kind of speaking that was stated by Brown (2004: 142) is the extensive
one. For him, extensive speaking involves speeches, oral presentation and storytelling, but the language form that is used in this kind of speaking is more widely
used and formal for extensive tasks, because we cannot rule out some informal
extensive speaking.
2.1.5. The Importance of Teaching Speaking:
Speaking is a spiky case for language procuration. In studying English, speaking
is very important to support student's ability to use the language. On this topic,
Burkat (1998) says that "to most people, mastering the art of speaking is the single
most important aspect of learning foreign language and success is measured in
terms of the ability to carry out a conversation in the language."
The researcher thinks that speaking is very important for teacher and students to
understand meaning and transport point of views. First of all because people resort
to judge the speaker‟s situation on the basis of fluency and pronunciation.
According to Tatham and Morton (2006: 273), many people report that they can
understand a language but they cannot speak it.
Few students are skillful in realizing the level in all parts and fail in carrying
speaking, with the right functions in natural communicative cases. These days
individuals usually impose a similar mark between knowing a language and
speaking a language.
In spite of the fact that, in order to be an active foreign language speaker, all four
skills (reading, listening, writing, speaking) have to be well improved, and that
being able to express oneself is the most significant matter of mastering the foreign
language is prevailing in the society. For example, many teacher's in schools attract
students while promising real communication and no learning the rules from the
textbooks by heart, many various communicative classes or speaking courses are
offered, schools organize meetings to give students the chance to communicate
naturally.
Furthermore, Nunan (2003: 39) indicates that "success is measured in terms of
the ability to carry out a conversation in the target language". As speaking is a
fundamental aspect of communication, it is crucial to possess this skill.
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Lindsay and Knight (2006) comment on the importance of speaking: "We speak
for many reasons - to be sociable, because we want something, because we want
other people to do something, to do something for someone else, to respond to
someone else, to express our feelings or opinion about something, to exchange
information, to refer to an action or event in the past, present, or future, the
possibility of something happening, and so on"(p. 58).
So, student - speakers should be able to express themselves, to convey,
information and to understand specific types of communication suitable in several
social and educational cases. Furthermore, many actions of speaking are useful for
students, but only with the teacher's help, they can use them really, mostly in the
foreign language. While teaching speaking, teacher may be help students not only to
make words to exchange information in the target language exactly, but also explain
socio-cultural and pragmatic advantages of speaking a foreign language, of course,
needed to be able to speak the language on a high grade. This makes speaking, and
teaching speaking very important.
Many students mistakenly believe that speaking a language as knowing the
language and learning the language as learning how to speak the language. So, if
students do not discover how to speak or do not get any chance to speak in the
classroom they senseless.
Moreover, if the correct activities are educated in the correct way, speaking in
class can be a lot of cheerfulness, increase general learner motivation and making
the English language in classroom fantastic and effective place.

Nevertheless,

teaching speaking is considered to be the most difficult skill in any language, both
to students and teachers. Students are usually depressed by the fact of spending a lot
of time in learning a language, but they not being able to speak it, teachers, on the
other hand, not very popular problems when teaching speaking, students merely do
not say anything or they continue chatting in their original language.
Jones (1996:12) comments on speaking and listening we tend to be getting
something done, exploring ideas, working out some aspects of the world, or simply
being together. In writing, we may be creating a record, committing events or
moments to paper.
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Bailey and Savage comment that "speaking in a second or foreign language has
often been viewed as the most demanding of the four skills" (1994: 7).Because of
the importance of teaching speaking skills, the teachers must finds out what exactly
is needful for students to possess in order to be effective communicators.
As we said, speaking itself is not only limited to correct pronunciation or making
meaningful sentences from words using grammar.
Nunan (2003) summarized what teaching speaking to ESL learners means.
According to his classification, teaching speaking is to teach learners to:
 Produce the English speech sounds and sound patterns.
 Use word and sentence stress, intonation patterns and the rhythm of the
second language.
 Select appropriate words and sentences according to the proper social setting,
audience, situation and subject matter.
 Organize their thoughts in a meaningful and logical sequence.
 Use language as a means of expressing values and judgments.
 Use the language quickly and confidently with few unnatural pauses, which
are called as fluency.

In short, this list contains the things that anybody normally does when speaking
their mother tongue.When acquiring the native language, it is being done
instinctually, but it is different when learning a foreign language. It is impossible to
imagine a successful language learner who does not possess the ability of speaking
with other speakers of the language.

2.1.6. The Role of Teacher in Speaking Activities:
Surely, teacher's function in the classroom changes according to the action
and its aim. It can change even through various phases of one activity. This
paragraph will shortly discuss roles of the teacher in speaking activities to find out
the most dynamic ones and to be able to use them on practice during speaking. Scott
& Ytreberg (1990) in their book, stated that speaking skill is the most demanding
skill for the teacher to teach.
Harmer (2007: 275) suggested a very useful classification of teacher's role in
speaking activities. These roles "have particular relevance if we are trying to get
students to speak fluently."
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Zuo, Zhilu, & Doris, (2005) Hedge, (2000) assert that the teacher is a guide, a
planner, an organizer, an inspector, an assessor, a prompter, a resource, a facilitator
of learning, an instructor, a curriculum-developer, a classroom manager, a
consultant, and a monitor.
Liao (1997:3) asserts that "The teacher should only act as facilitator, advisor and
monitor, co-communicator, motivator, good language model and evaluator while
students should act as communicator".
Harmer divided the roles of teacher into three: prompter, participant and feedback
provider (pp.275-276).

1. Prompter:
In this type, teacher supportively, without abruption of the discussion offers
suggestions to the students who get lost in the discussion or cannot think of what to
speak next. Harmer adds that "sometimes we can leave them [students] to struggle
out of such situations on their own, and indeed sometimes this may be the best
option" (276), but helping students with the dead-end of language or ideas can
relieve the feeling of frustration. This type also contains various grade of language
input provided on the role-cards.

2. Participant:
In this type, teacher partakes in the speaking activity together with the students.
This can be interesting and enjoyable for students, it can create a friendly mood, and
also allows teacher to turn the activity into necessary method.

3. Feedback Provider:
Harmer (2002) indicates that over-correction can destroy the ingenuity of the
activity, but at the same time, the modest correction will be useful in removing
difficulties in understanding. He also confirms that it is necessary to provide
feedback at the end of the activity – both in terms of activity's content and language.
All three teacher functions seem to be appropriate for achieving role-plays.
They can be interchanged or mixed. Perhaps, sharing together with the students may
be difficult, so the perfect decision would be to keep the students in the center of the
activity and let them speak more.
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The researcher believes that it would be possible to amalgamate all the three
roles. Taking only one specific role and strictly following it might be unadvised and
unwieldy. There has to be poise in order to help students take part in role - play
effectively.

2.1.7. Types of Classroom Speaking Activities:
Harmer (2002: 271-274) explains a number of classroom speaking activities:
1- Acting from a script
This type of activity allows the teacher to ask the students to act out scenes
from plays, course books or dialogues written by themselves. Sometimes it can
be followed by filming the result. By giving students practice in these things
before they give their performances, it means that acting out is both learning
and language producing activity.
2- Playing Communication Games
This type of activity makes use of games which are designed to provoke
communication between students. It frequently depends on an information gap,
so that one student has to talk to the partner in order to do the required tasks.
3- Discussions
This activity needs to be encouraged by the teacher in order to provide
productive speaking in language classes. It can be achieved by providing
activities which force students to make a decision as a result of choosing
between specific alternatives in the discussion.
4- Prepared Talk
This activity allows a student (or group of students) to make a presentation
on a topic of their own choice. The talks are not designed for informal
spontaneous conversation.

This activity represents a defined and useful

speaking genre and can be extremely interesting for both speaker and listener if
properly organized.
5- Questionnaires
This type of activity allows the students to design questionnaires of any
appropriate topic. The questioner and respondent have something to say each
other using the natural use of certain repetitive language patterns and thus are
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situated in the middle of our communication continuum. The results obtained
from questionnaire can form the basic of written work, discussions, or prepared
talks.

6- Simulation and Role Play
This type of activities can be used to encourage the general oral fluency or
to train students for specific situations by simulating a real-life world. They are
suitable for students of English for specific Purposes. It has three distinct
advantages. First, they can be good fun and motivating activities. Second, it
allows hesitant students to be more confident in speaking since they do not
have to take responsibility for they are saying. Third, they allow the students to
use a much wide range of language.

2.1.8. Problems Associated with Teaching Speaking:
It is mentioned earlier that speaking is one the most difficult skills for students to
acquire and there is a number of causes. Before trying to conquer the difficulties of
speaking, it could be helpful to have a look at common problems related with
teaching speaking skill and to think of solutions to these problems .

1- Inhibition
Ur (1996) observes that students "are often inhibited about trying to say things in
a foreign language in the classroom: worried about making mistakes, fearful of
criticism or losing face, or simply shy of the attention that their speech attracts"
(p.121). Actually students are afraid to speak English because of these reasons. In
most Palestinian schools, for example, the primary priority is still fluency, and
teachers usually stress heavy correction of the speech. This causes shyness, shock,
worry in students. Thus, the researcher stresses the importance of delicate
correction which does not make students feel like sounding "awkward" in front of
others. In addition, teachers‟ interest in " what students are really saying" may
decline their fear of speaking.
2- Nothing to say
It happens very often that students growl on absence of ideas when it comes to
the speaking tasks. Ur (1996) also emphasizes that "they have no motive to express
themselves beyond the guilty feeling that they should be speaking" (p.121).
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Students often look for the careful equivalence between Arabic and English and
when they fail, they feel like they have nothing to say on the subject. However, it is
observed that interesting and real - life subjects keep learners talking.

3- Low participation
Ur (1996) explains that in big groups each learner has rather limited talking time
(121). She adds that "this problem is compounded by the tendency of some learners
to dominate, while others speak very little or not at all" (121). It can be said that this
problem is somehow linked to the first one. Combining students in pairs or small
groups might be useful in that situation.
4- Mother Tongue Use
This problem resorts to be very common in many classrooms. Ur (1996) thinks
that students keep using mother tongue for different purposes: "because it is easier;
because it feels unnatural to speak to one another in a foreign language; and because
they feel less exposed if they are speaking their mother tongue" (p.121).
As this happens ubiquitously, it is impossible for teacher to induce their students
to speak more English in classroom.

In addition, in some Palestinian schools

teachers give up and use Arabic frequently. Students conform to that and do not
even try to speak English, because they are sure the teacher will always give the
answer in Arabic.
As it could be recognized, problems in teaching speaking are extremely
complex. The best solution could be handling each problem individually, having a
look at the personal learner and considering inside and outer factors causing
problems.
5- Learner's Speaking Anxiety
According to Arnold and Brown (1999: 8-9), this type of difficulty is related to
negative feeling such as: worry, fail, and self-doubt that prevent learning
achievement. In this meaning, Heron (1989) has classified existential anxiety into
three components that are pertinent to the language classroom. The first component
is acceptance anxiety which means when the learner's interests are concerned just
with what the others think about him/ her using expressions such as: " will I be
accepted, liked, wanted?..." .
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The second component is related to orientation anxiety that is linked to the
student's understanding of what is going on in the classroom.
However, the last component is concerned with performance anxiety, which is
related to the student's ability to practice some language activities in order to
achieve his/her learning objectives, "thinking of this kind of questions," "Will I be
able to do what I have come to learn?" (As stated in Arnold and Brown, 1999: 8)

2.1.9. The importance of Speaking Skill in The Classroom:

Studying a foreign language includes the development of four skills as listening,
reading, writing, and speaking. Although the four skills are very important, it is
needful to focus on the relation of the speaking skill since the interaction between
people is a base in the understanding and speaking of ideas in order to social
communication .
Louma (2004) states that "… the ability to speak in a foreign language is the very
heart of what it means to be able to use a foreign language" (p. 5).
In the classroom, the development of the speaking skill gives students the ability to
interact meaningfully, which means to find a link between the subjects that are
studied and the contexts in which those subjects are used for communication.
Cotter (2007) expresses that working in the oral skill lets learners to interact and
communicate in a meaningful way in several activities like exchanging information,
negotiating meaning, supporting ideas, or facing oral defenses. This means that
working on speaking in the classroom gives students chances to support their ability
to communicate in a range of several situations.

2.1.10. Practicing the Speaking Skill in Classroom:
Practicing the speaking skill outside the classroom is the key to success. In the
foreign counties, the students will hear the spoken language intensively and then
without any obstacles they will mimic and proceed their own speech on the basis of
what they have heard. Progressively, they will come at a stage where they can
speak such as people around them.
In mother tongue, students need to practice the language regularly inside the
classroom during performing various activities.
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O'Malley and Pierce (1996: 59) report the American Council of Teachers of
Foreign Language suggests that "different kinds of speaking activities and
consequently assessment tasks are appropriate at different levels of proficiency."
So, students should be given plenty practice in classroom at all grades to express
themselves in situations where they can use normal language. Practice activities
may serve the teaching aim of speaking skillfulness. Richards and Lockhart (1996)
define practice activities as "tasks used to perform or learn a particular item or
involve the use of a given model." For example, conversations may be used to
perform sentence patterns. Richards, Platt and Weber (1985: 289) add "the use of
variety of different tasks in language teaching is said to make language teaching
more communicative since it provides a purpose for classroom activity" (cited in
Lee, 2000:31) .
Tasks are also used to achieve communication beyond that of practicing the
language itself. If we suppose that speaking for the students - learners is a main
part of language learning, teachers must provide activities that include interaction
between students. Scrievener (2005: 152) states that “the aim of communicative
activity in class is to get learners to use the language they are learning to interact in
realistic and meaningful ways, usually involving exchanges of information or
opinion."

2.1.11. Techniques of Teaching Speaking:
Attempting to improve student's skills of speaking and improving their speaking
fluency, teachers assume in the classroom some techniques and strategies that have
been proposed as beneficial in improving learner's oral skill so that they sustain
easily conversations using the goal language in a way convergent to that of the
native speaker. These techniques include role plays, simulations and free
discussions and so on.
1- Free Discussion
In free discussion activities, learners treat talks on subjects that take their
advantage over a period of time. In free discussion, students are provided with
chances to develop their speech fluency when they exchange opinions, experiences
and stories as well as encouraged to use the language according to their needs to
maintain a conversation and develop their knowledge about the strategies of giving
and taking the turns, introduce and shift topics as well as encouraging responses,
comments and contributions (Hedge, 2000) .
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2- Role Plays
According to Ladousse (1987), role play is a concept made of two words "role"
and "play"; the first word indicates that learners take a part in a specific situation
whereas, the second word means that the students take the role on inventive and
playful manner within a safe setting.
Hedge (2000) says that role plays are variety of activities in which students are
provided with information presented in role cards that guide them to simulate real
world given the freedom to choose the language they use and develop the
personalities and the situations as they wish to make the activity enjoyable and
successful as much as possible.
3- Simulations
Following Hedge (2000), simulations are activities which share common
characteristics with role play. She claimed that in simulations students simulate real
life situations as if they are doing it in real world like a business meeting. The use
of simulations promotes students achievement and makes learning interesting and
dynamic. For success in simulations, Jones (in Harmer, 1998: 274) has suggested
some key conditions. First of all there must be a reality of function that is students
must think of themselves not as students but as real participants and they should
also think of the classroom as it is a simulated setting. Another important condition
for the success of simulations is that the structure of the activity must be organized
and students are given sufficient information about the real participants.
Ladousse (1987) makes distinction between simulation and role play and
summarizes the differences in the point that simulations are lengthy, more complex
than role play, relatively inflexible and they often include role play elements.

2.1.12. Student's Motivation to Participate in Speaking:
When learners learn a foreign language, they very often find a lot of knowledge
such as tables of vocabulary items and grammar rules, but then they find out that
they cannot really use this language to communicate when they want.
Scrivener (2005: 147) claims that there seems to be some difficulty in moving
language from passive knowledge into active usage. Without experience in using
the language, students may tend to be nervous about trying to speak things. Partly
they may fear seeming stupid in front of others; they may worry about getting
things incorrect, they may want to avert teacher‟s comments or rectification and so
on.
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It takes a long time for some learners to express themselves, which leads to
long disturbing pauses while students are trying to find out how to say what they
actually want to say. One of the best methods of helping students to develop their
knowledge is to put them in calm positions in class where they are encouraged to try
to speak a foreign language.

Teachers should try to make such activities in which students feel less worried
about speaking and less pressured. There are also motivational reasons, differing
from learner to learner. Harmer (1991: 4-6) distinguishes between extrinsic and
intrinsic motivation. He claims that learners‟ attitude to speaking the language may
be influenced by various reasons from the outside, like people in close
surroundings, previous speaking experience in a foreign language or the job
opportunities offered after mastering foreign language communication. All of these
represent extrinsic motivation. Although extrinsic motivation is nowadays the most
important aspect for most learners, without intrinsic motivation no aim in improving
the speaking skill could be completed.
Success also depends on learners' readiness to study and speak a foreign
language, which may be affected by the teachers‟ ways used in teaching
communication and first of all, his or her character. Considering these, teachers
should realize how significant function they play in emboldening the learners to
learn to speak a foreign language. Learners‟ characters also play an important
function in determining how readily and correctly they will succeed speaking.
Those learners, who are unafraid of making mistakes, are usually more talkative
but may be make many mistakes. Those who are shy may take a long time to speak
fluently, but when they do it, their English includes fewer mistakes. The purpose of
both kinds of learners is the same, actually, to use the language correctly and
fluently. To realize this aim, the teachers should attempt as much as they can to
break the silence in the classroom and get the learners speak no matter how many
errors they make or how long it takes them to output sentences.
To reduce shyness while speaking in front of the whole class, learners may be
presented the chance to work in groups, which is an appropriate way for increasing
the active language use.
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Ur (1991: 274-280) declares that “motivation is very strongly related to
achievement in language learning.” This statement results from teaching practice
showing that fervent students ready to develop effort in speaking activities are
likely to make better forward.
In contrast, those sitting silently in the class room without desire to be involved
in any type of speaking activity, may find themselves stuck to be able to improve
their speaking skill.

Finally, teachers should encourage low-motivated learners to develop the interest
in speaking activities. Different tasks are also suggested for a successful and active
speaking lesson as well as using visuals to promote learners‟ motivation to speak.
Average pictures copied from different sorts of textbooks and workbooks do not
encourage adult learners to speak anymore. Based on my teaching experience, adult
students prefer to be set into real situations, dealing with real and current actives
concerning speaking and speaking skills.

2.1.13. Teaching Speaking in Palestine:
Actually, English is a mandatory subject in all grades in Palestine. Logically,
learning and improving the four skills is an essential goal; mostly speaking as it is a
productive skill that requires many skills to produce. Because of the international
prevalence of English language, the Ministry of Education is helping the teaching of
English in Palestinian curriculum. The final goal of English is to improve the
students‟ total capacity in language use. So, in the present curriculum,
communicative ability is the aim. It consists of the requirements that users of a
language need, and it enables them to comprehend and make messages in the
language.
Therefore, the Ministry of Education states that students at the end of grade 8
are anticipated to get hold of these aims in teaching speaking skills:


Articulate sounds in connected speech.



Articulate stress patterns within words.



Manipulate variation in stress in connected speech.



Produce basic intonation patterns.



Summarize the main points of a text.



Describe a sequence of events based on visual inputs.
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Narrate a story based on visual input.



Narrate a story based on personal experiences.



Make a rehearsed or unrehearsed presentation about a familiar topic (self,
family, immediate environment or current issues).



Express like, dislikes, interest, dreams, apology, gratitude, regret, surprise,
pleasure, displeasure, agreement and disagreement.



Respond to direct questions, instructions, suggestions, offers, visual input, etc.



Respond to referential and inferential questions.



Respond to conditional or hypothetical questions.



Ask questions about routine matters.



Transcode information in diagrammatic display into speech (Ministry of
Education, 1999: 30-31).

2.1.14. Speaking Activities in English for Palestine 8:
English for Palestine Grade 8 is the English curriculum for the 8th graders
published by the Palestinian Ministry of Education and Higher Education in August
2008. It includes general guidelines for the methods, general objectives, the authors
of the syllabus, and the teaching procedures as well as the various ways of
evaluating the students' achievement.
The book has (18) units, including (16) main teaching units which everyone
includes six lessons each unit divided into three pairs and each pair of lessons is on
two pages. There are two revision units, unit 9 and unit 18, each prepared to take
four lessons. These units help the teacher to evaluate the students‟ learning, but they
are also an important part of learning training, which encourages the students to be
aware during review lessons of the language (English for Palestine 8 teacher's book,
2007: 5).
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2.2.1. Introduction
Fluency in a second language, despite its eminent role in second language
acquisition, has not been a main focus of study for second language researchers in
recent years. The concept of fluency is not yet completely understood. One of the
essential aims in teaching the speaking skill is fluency, which is the ability to
express oneself intelligibly, rationally carefully and to speak without too much
hesitation. Scientists still attempt to define this concept whether as an overall
phenomenon that can be tested in a rather subjective way, or as one of the elements
of oral proficiency that can be tested in a more objective way and scientifically.
Nevertheless, one should be aware that most researchers are still questioning the
truth of any fluency evaluation. They also hold that oral fluency is not generally
acquired/learned nor effectively taught, and it is not yet tested with objectivity and
efficiency in the classroom, (Hieke, 1985). Speaking fluency is an initial and
essential aim in language teaching. Fluency explains a main element in judging
speakers' ability and proficiency in English as foreign language classes.
Koponen and Riggenbach (2000: 8) asserted that "fluency in language
assessment is comparable to continuity, smoothness, or evenness of speech without
extreme breaks or hesitations.” Accordingly, English as foreign language fluency
instruction needs to be dealt with as an important side of learners' development.

2.2.2. The Holistic View of Fluency
Fluency in speaking has been discussed by many researchers but there is no
specific definition. Fluency in speaking is the goal of many language learners;
acquisition of fluency includes a reasonably fast speed of speaking and only a small
number of pauses. Experts have attempted to define fluency in a variety of different
ways. Fluency is seen as the metaphor "language is motion" (Koponen &
Riggenbach, 2000: 7).
The researcher believes that we live at a time where the ability to speak fluently
has become necessary, especially for those who want to progress in certain fields of
human endeavor. According to Derwing et al. (2004), oral fluency is an important
characteristic of L2 speech, which is often the object of evaluation in testing L2
skills. Along the same line Segalowitz (2013) expands this concept and states that
the theme underlying this metaphor "focuses on those aspects of speech having to
do with its fluidity or flowing quality" (p. 4).

Segalowitz also claimed that

"Clearly, the natural language term fluency is not well defined."
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However, Segalowitz (2013) stated that "One could examine that fact that in
other languages, including English, there is a conceptual metaphor underlying the
meaning of fluency, namely that "language is motion."
Gustein (1983) defined fluency according to Fillmore's (1979) terms; a speaker is
judged to be fluent if he is able to: fill the time with talk, talk in coherent, reasoned
sentences, have appropriate things to say in a wide range of contexts, and be
creative and imaginative in language use. Fillmore (1979) says that fluency consists
of these four abilities:
The first is the ability to talk at length with a minimum of pauses.
The second is the ability to package the message easily into "semantically dense"
sentences without recourses to lots of filler material.
The third is the ability to speak appropriately in different kinds of social
contexts and situations, meeting the special communicative demands each
may have.
The fourth is the ability to use the language creatively and imaginatively by
expressing ideas in new ways, to use humor, to make puns, to use
metaphors, and so on.
The researcher believes that fluency refers to the softness with which
sounds, syllables, words, and phrases are joined together during speech. The
definition of fluency as suggested by Hughes (2002) is the ability to express oneself
in an intelligible, reasonable, and accurate way without too much hesitation.
Within this definition, Hughes mentioned three features of fluent
communication; clear words and sentences in order to give chance to the listener to
understand. Then he said that the produced language should be comprehensible.
Finally, he claimed that those previous features should be presented in an accurate
way. Turk (1992: 135) believes that fluency is often associated with speed. He
believes that the pace of the human speaking voice along the whole range from slow
and deliberate emphasis to rapid enthusiasm can be consciously varied.

Thus,

fluency is the ability to use any language honestly, smoothly and spontaneously.
Castaneda and Rodriquez-Gonzalez (2011) have defined EFL speaking fluency as
the ability to speak smoothly, continuously and at an effective speed when the
speaker does not always have to stop to think of the right word. Other researchers
such as Brumfit (1984) define fluency as "the natural language use, whether or not
it results in native speaker like language comprehension or production "(p. 56).
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According to Schmidt (1992), „fluency‟ is understood as a primarily temporal
phenomenon (i.e., not a vague notion of proficiency, but the way speech is processed
and articulated in real time). Fluency is also defined as the "smooth, rapid, effortless
use of language" (Crystal, 1987: 421).
Richards (2009: 14) mentioned a brave definition of fluency; "natural language
use occurring when a speaker engages in meaningful interaction and maintains
comprehensible and ongoing communication despite limitations in his or her
communicative competence." Day and Shapson (1987) defined fluency as:
"The ease and flow of the student's speech in comparison with native speakers"
(p. 242). Consequently, they elaborated a four-point fluency rating scale with
corresponding descriptors. The four levels are:
1. Halting, slow speech, noticeable breaks between words, seem to require much
effort.
2. Speech is uneven, some noticeable breaks between words seem to require effort,
occasionally halting, tend to but not necessarily have slower speech rate than
level three.
3. Relatively smooth and effortless speech, but rate of speech is slower than native
or perceptibly non-native.
4. Relatively smooth, native-like rate of speech.
Lennon (1990) uses two different concepts to define fluency. The broad
sense of fluency, according to Lennon, is seen as the global oral proficiency in
which the speaker has a high command of the second language. Moreover, Lennon
(2000) states that, in its narrower sense, fluency is considered to be one component
of oral proficiency, which is often used as one of the scores in assessing candidates'
oral language skills in an exam situation. Lennon (1990) posits that fluency differs
from the other scores in oral language exams such as accuracy and appropriacy.
These other features are usually seen as performance phenomena,
Lennon defines fluency as "an impression on the listener‟s part that the
psycholinguistic processes of speech planning and speech production are
functioning easily and efficiently", (p. 391). Fluency has been defined as natural
and normal language use marked with native-like rhythm, stress, intonation, rate of
delivery and pausing as well as use of interjections and interruptions (Richards,
Platt, & Weber, 1985), natural language use demonstrating speed and continuity ,
coherence, context-sensitivity , and creativity which are related to four sets of
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psychomotor , cognitive, affective and aesthetic abilities (Brumfit, 1984), and an
automatic procedural skill and a performance phenomenon (Schmidt, 1992).
Fluency can be thought of as the ability to keep going when speaking
spontaneously (Gower, Phillips and Walters, 2004). When a learner speaks fluently,
he could get the message across with any resources and abilities they have got
regardless of grammar and other errors. Accordingly, the speaker should not be
corrected during speaking activities immediately.
However, in feedback the teacher can comment favorably on any method the
student used to growth his fluency. Lennon (2000) synthesized earlier definitions
by proposing fluency as "the rapid, smooth, accurate, lucid, and efficient translation
of thought or communicative intention into language under the temporal constraints
of on-line processing" (p. 26).
This definition is close in content to the one offered by Skehan (1996) to whom
fluency is the learners' capacity to mobilize their interlanguage systems to
communicate meanings in real time.

Fluency is the ability to speak words

accurately and quickly.
For Beatens Beardsmore (1972), "oral fluency is understood to imply a
"communicative competence" requiring an ability to formulate accurate and
appropriate utterances of more than one sentence in length" (p. 10).
He defined his concept of fluency in these terms:
" Oral fluency requires the ready availability of this
communicative competence for the formulation of
appropriate utterances in real time, involving a
strategy for the elaboration of sentence structures,
as well as the selection and insertion of lexical
items . Individual sentences must be integrated into
connected discourses.” (p. 10)
Fluency is dependent upon the type of speaking, the speaker‟s familiarity
with the words, and the amount of practice speaking. The components of fluency
are automaticity, prosody, accuracy and speed, expression, intonation and phrasing.
Automaticity refers to accurate, quick word recognition, not to speaking with
expression.

Fluent speakers know when to pause within and at the ends of

sentences, and when to change emphasis and tone. Fillmore (2000) considers four
abilities that should be included under the term fluency:
1. Ability to talk at length with few pauses.
2. Ability to talk in coherent, reasoned and semantically dense sentences .
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3. Ability to have appropriate things to say in a wide range of contexts.
4. Ability to be creative and imaginative in language use (p. 51).

Lesson (1975) presented three major components defining oral fluency, each
being divided into specific criteria. They are as follows:
1. A phonological component (articulation rate, phonological production, and
phonological discrimination).
2. A syntactic component (error count, syntactic manipulative skill, anagram
sentences).
3. A semantic component (associative networks in a variety of registers, sociocultural influences, awareness of the functional value of utterances).

Hieke (1985) affirms that we need an efficient and uncomplicated testing
instrument to provide a quick and simple assessment of fluency with group
administration capability and ease of objective scoring by the instructor himself.
Hieke (1984) attempted to divide fluency into its distinct components which are
separated broadly into a quantitative and a qualitative domain. The quantitative
parameters of fluency include speech rate, length of runs, rate of articulation,
hesitation devices (stalls, repairs, and parenthetical remarks). He also mentioned
that speech rate is the most significant and practical measure of oral fluency, but as
it is a rather superficial means of evaluation, it cannot serve as the sole indicator of
fluency; it must be supplemented by other and more qualitative parameters.
Segalowitz (2010) claims that different authors define [fluency] differently;
moreover, in some languages (e.g. French, Russian) the exact equivalent to the term
fluency does not exist. For most, the qualities that make speech fluent include fast
speech rate, and the relative absence of undue hesitations, pausing, repetitions,
and repairs. For some, fluent speech is also speech that is accurate, appropriate,
and natural in terms of the conventions of language use (p. 240).
Another researcher, Sajavaara (1978), produced a list of parameters which
are thought to be major factors of fluency. These are linguistic factors (phonological
and phonetic, syntactic, semantic, lexical, and textual factors), psychological
factors, and sociolinguistic factors.
All of these scientific views of fluency have not yet lead to the increase and
enormous acceptance of definite evaluation devices which could be used as a frame
of reference, with the exception of the standard of speed average.
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Speaking fluency growth does not merely consist of the ability to speak words
automatically in isolation .This is because the ability to speak these words may not
transfer when these same words appear in sentences or in connected text. Therefore,
it is important to give students instruction and practice in fluency as they speak
connected text.
2.2.3. The Importance of Fluency
Developing fluency in English speaking is one of the most essential subjects that
English learners need to work on. There has been a lot of discussion about how
teachers and students should improve fluency in the classroom. If you observe
children in the teaching process, it is easy to comprehend why fluency is an
important success factor in studying and performance of any sort.

Binder (1996) and Wolf (2001) suggest that fluency contributes immediately to
three kinds of critical learning outcomes:


Retention and maintenance: the ability to perform a skill or recall knowledge
long after formal learning programs have ended, without re-teaching in school
year after year.



Endurance: the ability to maintain performance levels and attention to task for
extended time periods while resisting distraction.



Application: the ability to combine and apply what is learned to perform more
complex skills, creatively, and in new situations.

Another way to understand the effects of fluency, (Bloom, 1986), is that it frees
up attention for higher order application rather than over loading attention with the
mechanics of performance.
The researcher believes that fluency describes student's level of communicative
proficiency besides the following abilities to: produce spoken or written language
easily, speak well, but not necessarily perform command of intonation,
communicate with ideas effectively, and produce continuous speech without
causing understanding difficulties or a breakdown of communication.

Fluency is also an important factor when it comes to assessing overall language
performance.
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Both in the classroom and in language, testing fluency is fundamental in defining
language proficiency (Tavakoli, 2011; Kormos & Dénes, 2004). Thus, fluency in
foundation skills frees attention for application, creativity, and problem solving the
higher order activities that make education valuable and fun.

2.2.4. Types of Fluency
Some researchers see fluency as a more complex phenomenon. Tavakoli (2011)
claims that definitions of fluency range from fluency being defined as "global oral
proficiency" in its broader sense to speed of speech in its narrower sense.
Furthermore, some researchers see fluency as an even more complex phenomenon
that realizes both of these views of fluency.
Carroll (1968) describes four types of fluency (in Riggenbach, 2000: 16):
a) Word fluency: The ability to recall words with given phonetic-orthographic
characteristics.
b) Ideational fluency: The ability to call up names or ideas appropriate for given
semantic characteristics.
c) Expressional fluency: The ability to compose appropriate sentences for given
grammatical requirements rapidly.
d) Oral speaking fluency: The ability to use integrated language skills which
depends on the psycholinguistic mechanisms.
According to Segalowitz (2010) "there is a fluency gap" and this gap is "often a
source of frustration and regret" (2). Segalowitz (2010), for example, gives the
following definition of fluency: Second language fluency refers to the "features of
L2 oral performance that serve as reliable indicators of how efficiently the speaker
is able to mobilize and temporally integrate, in a nearly simultaneous way, the
underlying process of planning and assembling an utterance in order to perform a
communicatively acceptable speech act " (p. 47).
In this statement, Segalowitz (2010) claims that fluency is a multi-faceted
phenomenon where oral achievement is credible up on the underlying processes in
the mind responsible for converting thought into speech, and that these processes
are discovered in oral achievement features. So, he demands that there are at least
three kinds of fluency "cognitive fluency", "temporal, or utterance fluency", and
"perceived fluency.”
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1- Cognitive Fluency
Segalowitz (2007) refers to cognitive fluency as the ability to produce fluent
speech as a result of underlying cognitive processing related to productive and
receptive language capability (for example ability to access words, phrases,
sentences, in the second language easily). He states that in regards to language
performance, fluency means "speaking or reading at an appropriate rate, speaking
without undue hesitation or pauses, comprehending rapidly presented oral or
written language and the ability to perform under a range of social and physical
circumstances" (p. 181).
He adds, however, that a successful second language learner not only needs the
knowledge of syntax, phonology, morphology, etc., but also needs to "be able to
implement that knowledge in an appropriately fluent manner" (182), thus claiming
that, in order for second language speaker to be fluent, the cognitive processing
that transforms thought into speech has to function exactly.
2- Utterance Fluency
According to psycholinguistics and neurophysiology, it is the underlying cognitive
processing that is responsible for the production of speaking. However, in order to
evaluate and measure fluency, many researchers agree on assessing temporal
variables of fluency due to the difficulty of accessing processes of language
production (Segalowitz, 2013).
Tavakoli and Skehan (2005) suggest that there are three aspects of utterance or
temporal fluency: breakdown fluency (the flow of speech without hesitations or
pauses), speed fluency (the rate of speech measured in number of syllables per
second), and repair fluency (how often speakers make corrections, use false starts or
repetitions ) Cox & Baker-Smemoe (2012).
3- Perceived Fluency
De Jong et al. (2012) describe perceived fluency as "inference listeners (raters)
make on the basis of the utterance about speakers‟ ability (about speakers‟
cognitive fluency)". Perceived fluency may produce subjective results that could
be dependent on a rater‟s notion of fluency, and therefore produce inconsistent
results.
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2.2.5. Features of Second Language Oral Performance
1- Speech Rate:
One of the quantifiable indicators to measure fluency in language production is
speech rate. Chambers (1997) defines speech rate as "the number of syllables uttered
per second" (538) and it is defined by Kormos (2006) as the "total number of
syllables produced in a given speech sample". These syllables are "divided by the
total amount of time required to produce the sample" which is then "multiplied by 60
to give a figure expressed in syllables per minute" (p. 163).

2- Mean Length of Run:
Kormos (2006) states that most of the studies on fluency have concluded that
"the best predictors of fluency are speech rate. . . and the mean length of run, that
is, the average number of syllables produced in utterances between pauses of 0.25
seconds and above" (p. 163).
3- Incidences of Pauses (unfilled pauses):
A number of researches have also identified unfilled pauses as a quantifiable
measure of fluency. Chambers (1997) defines pauses as the "presence, length
and frequency of silences and hesitations" (538). Chambers also states that even
though pauses in interaction are normal features in "verbal encounters common
to all languages," the presence of silences are "often seen as a sign of fluency,
especially in foreign language speech" (p. 538). Chafe (1985) explains that some
pauses are a necessary feature in native speakers production and that "speaking is
not a matter of regurgitating material already stored in the mind in linguistic
form," but according to him, it is "a creative act, relating two media, thought and
language, which are not isomorphic but require adjustment and readjustments to
each other" (p. 77) .
4- Fillers:
Another style of delineating the measures of fluency is by testing the appearance
of filled pauses or fillers.
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5- False Starts:
Riggenbach (1991) defines false starts or un retraced restarts as
"reformulations in which the original utterance is rejected" (p. 427). In these
cases, a speaker starts a talk, but becomes stuck due to some gap in their ability,
causing them to relinquish the attempted utterance and begin a new one. It has
been established that the features of oral performance mentioned above are
essential indicators to help professionals understand and measure fluency.
In order for students to acquire a second language, they need to notice and
become aware of these features (Carr & Curran, 1994; De Jong & Perfetti, 2011;
Schmidt, 1990, 2010; Segalowitz, 2010).

2.2.6. Activities Motivating the Students in Speaking Fluency
Oral expression activities are conducted to encourage students‟ benefit and to
overcome their problems. These activities are offered by the teachers to support the
students and to give them much chance to share within classroom situation. Active
teacher should motivate his students and improve their speaking skills.

2.2.7. Definition of Motivation
Motivation is the main desire that leads learners to success. Swierzbin and Tarone
(2009: 3) view that "Language learning motivation is the intensity and persistence of
learner‟s desire to succeed". Learners are encouraged to exert effort to acquire and to
realize their aims. Therefore, according to Harmer (2001), motivation is "some kind
of internal drive which pushes someone to do things in order to achieve something"
(p. 51).
2.2.8. Kinds of Motivation:

1- Extrinsic Motivation
It is imposed on students by outside factors, for example, the need to pass an
exam, the hope of financial reward or the possibility of future travel, (Swierzbin and
Taron 2009).
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2- Intrinsic Motivation
According to Harmer (2001: 51), intrinsic motivation comes from within the
individual. Students must be motivated by their personal desire and enjoyment of the
learning process.
2.2.9. How Can We Help Students to Achieve Fluency?
Practice is an important matter to any fluency-based program.

For example

sportsmen and artists have always been mindful that repetition of essential skills is
the necessary prerequisite for achieving widely performance.
It is unfortunate to say, however, many teachers may not realize this essential
principle of skill development. Even for those who recognize the importance of
practice, it‟s important to focus on the right type of practice to produce the greatest
achievements rather than on practice routines that are dull, and finally ineffective.

Some of the essential differences between effective and ineffective practice
programs contain the following: the efficient practice always has a goal. Sportsmen
are always demarking to achieve aims, often motivated by realizing their "personal
best" achievements. Similarly, successful students who have practice per aims for
reading, writing, speaking, and other kinds of skills are more motivated than those
told "practice until you get better." The researcher confirms that without real practice,
learners are aimless.
When students lack fluency in speaking, decoding words, saying vowel sounds,
they often have great hardness combining those skills into larger elements . One of
the most important methods to realize fluency in speaking is to find a method to
practice and first master its smaller elements.

A main problem that continues to challenge teachers and researchers is how to
ensure that learners can develop and foster their English as foreign language
speaking fluency skills. Widiastuti and Cahyono (2006) illustrate that English as a
foreign language students need to feel they are able to use the language in real
situations as it represents an intrinsic motivation for them. They add that there are
certain features that may arouse the speakers' interest and attention to use the
language spontaneously, these features are:
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1. Topic: the topic of the lesson must be of interest and important for the students
in order to be able to capture their interest and attention.
2. Visual focus: it is much easier for the students to concentrate on thinking about
something if they can see that something or at least some depicted or symbolic
representation of it, sight is an extremely powerful and demanding sense.
3. Open ended: a task that is open-ended allows lots of students' responses during
EFL speaking classes.
4. Information-gaps: it is true that the transmission of new ideas from one
participant to another does occur in most real time language-based
transactions, and when this factor is built into a classroom language learning
situation, it will be a challenge to add purpose and authenticity to the learning
environment (p. 271).
Thus, some researchers attempted to research speaking fluency skills and
tried to develop them among students of English using several approaches,
strategies, and techniques.
2.2.10. Activities Enhancing the Student's Fluency
To encourage learners in EFL classes, teacher should involve assortment of
activities and strategies that help learners to develop their abilities in speaking
fluency. Motivating the learners to speak without any hurdles is the major aim of
the teacher during the lesson. EFL teachers must encourage their learners to
speaking fluency in the classroom and to get involved in the various activities.
Motivation is important for emboldening success. Student's motivation to
learn speaking fluency is very complex and it changed over times. Student's
motivation can be affected by two main factors contextual and internal factors.
Contextual factors involve the teacher and those around the learners if they are
interested in the learning activities.
Girija, Rao, and Raju (2011) suggested some tips for enhancing the skill of
speaking fluency; such as, listening to recordings and radio broadcasts as well as
watching TV shows that present the authentic language, which gives the learner the
opportunity to hear the language from its people. Moreover, attending lessons,
reading stories aloud, and participating in discussions also perform the spoken
language with an assortment of vocabulary and structure. These advices can be
followed academically through classes or non-academically out of school,
depending on the students‟ motivation and insistence to progress their speaking
fluency.
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Therefore, internal factors that affect motivation include the students‟ assessment of
the pleasure and the benefits from the activity, (Swierzbin and Taron, 2009).
The discussion below focuses on the main kinds of speaking and fluency activities
during the classroom:

Role play
Providing a role play in the classroom is very important in developing
students‟ speaking fluency. We use term "role play" to refer to the set of activities
in which students take an imaginative leap out of the confines of the classroom,
providing a useful spring broad for real life language use, (Thornbury, 2005).
Gillian Porter Ladousse (1987) states the means of "role play" as words
"when students assume a "role", they play a part (either their own or somebody
else‟s) in a specific situation. "Play" means that the role is taken on in a safe
environment in which students are as inventive and playful as possible" (p. 5).
Consequently, role play is the most interesting activity for the learners
because it is less menacing and it builds up their self-confidence. Through role play
learners can practice their speaking fluency in any situation. Finally, to succeed
with role play, the teachers have to choose subjects from the student's attention in
order to motivate and bring them to participate more.

Problem Solving Activity
A problem solving is a classroom activity in which the learners are assumed
to find solutions for a given problem.

According to Klippel (1983) "problem

solving activities demand that the learners themselves decide upon the items to be
ranked … the language which is needed for problem solving activities depends on
the topic of each exercise, but in general students will have to make suggestion,
give reasons, and accept and modify suggestions and reasons given by others" (p.
103). Finally, learners find themselves collaborating and speaking fluently when
they are fighting to find solution to the problem that is offered in problem-solving
tasks. For example, the teacher asks the students to decide the best action and the
effective solution is such as: "You see a follow worker in your office steals a
portable computer, you know, he/ she is a single parent of two young children and
has financial problems", (Pearse and Davies, 2000). Each learner, here gives his/her
point of view as a solution to this problem, and the classroom becomes more active
and the learners‟ fluency will be growing.
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Discussions
Discussions are the most usually used activities to develop the learners‟ speaking
fluency ,communicative abilities and to practice the language in several places.
They aim to attract the learner‟s interest, opinions, and experiences. Green,
Christopher, and Lam (1997, in Murcia (2001) state that "students will be more
involved with and motivated to participate in discussion if they are allowed to select
discussion topics and evaluate their peer's performance", (p. 106).
Besides the researcher believes that the best discussions in classes are those that
appear spontaneous and stemming from the students‟ interest.
Thornbury (2005: 102) suggests five discussion formats: discussion cards, warm up
discussion, balloon debate, pyramid (or consensus) debate, and panel discussion.
Finally, discussion has its advantages and benefits:
1. It helps and motivates the students to use foreign language, English, to go on
conversation and dialogues for long time.
2. It provides for the students opportunity to practice the strategies required in
interpersonal communication.
3. It is the most successful activity to memorize information since the students are
involved in it (Hedge, 2000: 277).

Conversation
The development of conversation skills prepares the way to develop the
language itself. According to Thornbury (2005), many language learners feel that
developing conversation competence is their most urgent need and their principal
objective.
Murcia (2001) views "one speaking activity which is particularly suited to this
kind of analysis is conversation, the most fundamental form of oral communication"
(p. 108).
Information Gap Activity
Information gap activity is another beneficial activity in oral EFL classes to
develop fluency.

According to Hedge (2000: 281), information gap activity

involves each learner in a pair or group processing information which the other
learners do not have. This activity is effective for students; the value of this kind of
task is to motivate the students by bridging the information gap to solve a problem
and it assists language acquisition but do not involve students in conversation
strategies as role-play and discussion do, (Hedge, 2000).
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The teacher's goals from such an activity are sharing information since this
information is known by one part, and the other part of group has to complete the
information by asking questions.

Story Telling Based Activities
Story telling is another activity that is a universal function of language and
one of the major components to develop fluency. Through stories, learners can
know each other and react with others. The stories can be as denote of
communication between the learners and a way to make friends. It improves their
speaking skills and develops their fluency through narration. Brown (2004: 182)
asserts that the main objectives from retelling a stories is to produce a number of
oral discourse (communication sequences and relationships of events, stress and
emphasis patterns, "expression" in the case of dramatic story), fluency, and
interaction with the hearer.

Brainstorming
On a specific subject, learners can output ideas in a fixed time. Depending
on the context, either individual or group brainstorming is dynamic and students
produce ideas readily and honestly. The good advantages of brainstorming is that
the learners are not criticized for their ideas so learners will be open to partnership
new ideas and help them to develop their fluency.

Picture Describing
A way to benefit of pictures in fluency activities is to give learners just one
picture and let them describe what it is in the picture. In this activity, learners can
form groups and each group is given a different picture. Learners discuss the
picture with their groups, and then a representative for each group describes the
picture to the whole class. This activity promotes the creativity and ideation of the
students as well as their public speaking skills and fluency activities.

2.2.11. Suggestions for Teachers in Teaching Fluency

Here are some suggestions for English language teachers while teaching fluency:

0.

1- Provide upper opportunity to learners to speak the language by providing a
rich environment that contains collaborative work, real materials, functions,
and shared knowledge.
2- Try to involve each learner in every speaking activity; for this aim, practice
various method s of learner participation.
3- Decrease teacher speaking time in class while growing student speaking
time, and monitor learners.
4- Ask eliciting questions such as "What do you mean? How did you reach
that conclusion?" in order to prompt students to speak more.
5- Provide written feedback like "Your presentation was really great. It was a
good job. I really appreciated your efforts in preparing the materials and
efficient use of your voice…"
6- Do not correct students' pronunciation mistakes very often while they are
speaking. Correction should not distract student from his or her speech.
7- Involve speaking activities not only in class but also out of class; contact
parents and other people who can help.
8- Circulate around classroom to ensure that students are on the right track and
see whether they need your help while they work in groups or pairs.
9- Provide the vocabulary beforehand that students need in speaking activities.
10- Diagnose problems faced by students who have difficulty in expressing
themselves in the target language and provide more opportunities to practice
the spoken language.
11- Suggest positive signs when commenting on a student's response. (Ellis,
2009: 474).
2.2.12. Suggestions for Students to Be Fluent Speakers
To help students speak more fluently, Thornbury (2013) suggests that some
words, such as articles, auxiliary verbs, word endings, need to be "glued together",
(p. 4).
The researcher believes that five rules may help students to realize their aims
of speaking English fluently:
1- Do not be too much afraid of grammar, centering too much on grammar may
confuse the students. Learners think about the basis when creating the sentence
they head for produce instead of speaking naturally.
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English as a Foreign Language teachers want learners to be fluent speakers rather
than reciting definition and structures. Tumova (2002: 15) states that speaking
fluently means that the speakers speak the language freely even if they make
mistakes in order to express their own ideas in real-life situations.
2- Do not translate to the native language because that may lead learners to
produce wrong sentences after spending a long time; languages differ in many
elements for example the use of the tenses and the order of the words.
Therefore, translating sentences prevents learners from being automatic.
3- Practice speaking, teachers always advices learners to read and listen because
learn the language better.
4- While reading and listening are not enough, learners should practice speaking
to develop their brains then they can speak without any stress.
5- Improve yourself, learners should frame themselves in an English environment;
they have to practice speaking English for instance, chatting with foreigners on
the internet as this may help them speak faster. It is useful for students to speak
English with him/ herself at least four or three times each day.
6- Study the right subjects, learners study English subjects that they believe in and
that tackle general subjects. Some sources and subjects may not be formal as
well.
Huang's study (2010) gives six important pieces of advice to EFL learners who want
to practice and develop their fluency in English skills. This there places are advice
is as follows:


Be familiar with the close connection between listening and speaking.



Do not miss any opportunity to practice English and apply what you have
learnt.



Recite English poems, prose, or even short stories, etc. containing a lot of new
vocabulary and useful expressions.



Train with various topics and change the topic after each one ends.



Create an English environment.



Think in English.
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Of course, these places advice are not enough to maintain perfect fluency in
English speaking, but they surely energize students‟ language development and
fluency in speaking.
The Researcher sees that fluency in speaking depends on the following factors:
1- True command of the suitable and careful use of the vocabulary in various
situations and in a culturally diverse world .
2- Control of a number of processes for creating other expressions.
3- The ability to efficiently and appropriately use the language's special syntactic
devices plays a vital role.
4- Speech should be clear enough for the listeners to understand the speaker‟s
intention.
5- Speakers should associate linguistic shapes with the cognitive, interactional and
discourse projects.
6- Speakers use different types of registers in several settings.
2.2.13. Reasons behind the Problems that impede Speaking Fluency
According to Thornbury (2013), the lack of fluency and automaticity is a source
of frustration shared by many English learners. Even though all language teaching
methods prioritize speaking, speaking activities are often only ways of rehearsing
grammar items, functional expressions or practicing pronunciation.
Similarly, Scrivener (2005) says that the students are taught the grammar and
vocabulary but in reality, they are not able to use them. Students‟ passive
knowledge is much larger than their active language. He adds that "there is no point
knowing a lot about language if you can't use it" (p. 147).
EFL students suffer from poverty in speaking fluently, which refers to many
reasons; curriculum, teaching methods, teachers and students themselves are
accountable in the main reasons offered. There are in the following list:


Limited teachers English skillfulness.



Examination method does not emphasize speaking skills.



Limited opportunities outside classrooms to practice speaking.



Classroom conditions do not support fluency activities.



Lack of curriculum focus on speaking skills.
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When these types of problems occur, teachers should train their pupils to use
English every day inside classroom and support them to use it outside it, they have
to teach their pupils "learning by doing" it is really important in learning English
process and speaking fluently.

Summary
This chapter consists of two sections. The first section talks about speaking
and speaking skills, and the second section talks about fluency and fluency
activities. The following chapter will deal with the previous studies.
The following chapter consists of two sections, the first section deals with the
previous studies related to evaluating EFL/ESL textbooks, and the second section
deals with speaking skills .
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Chapter Three
Previous Studies
3.1. Introduction
This chapter includes two sections that aim at reviewing previous studies
related to the current study. The first one explores the studies related to evaluating
the contents of textbooks of English as foreign language. The second part explores
the studies related to developing and teaching speaking skills which are the essential
parts of the study .

3.2. Part 1 "Studies related to evaluating EFL/ESL textbooks"

Kamile & Karliova (2009):
This study examined and evaluated the selected English language course
books in terms of vocabulary selection and teaching techniques they employ;
further, the five course books chosen by the researchers were all for adults to learn
and teach English as a Foreign language. To achieve this goal, content analysis was
employed in this study. Findings of the study revealed that all the selected course
books integrated lexis into their syllabuses, giving emphasis to word knowledge by
means of separated headings, and additional sub-headings, such as vocabulary,
word building, word formation, easily confused words, key word transformation,
near – synonyms and synonyms. In addition, all of the course books have colorful
layout supporting vocabulary acquisition and comprehension through pictures,
graphic design, drawings, diagrams, and cartoons except for grammar in context
which has also some pictures and drawings, but are all in black - and - white format
and fewer in number, which makes the student's Book somehow dull and less
attractive than the rest of the course books.
This study is of great importance to the researcher as it helped him in building the
analysis card, which will be used in collecting the needed data.

Ching - Wang (1996):
This study was conducted to describe the "Affirmative Evaluation of the
English Language Program in Fong – Shin Senior High School" Kaohsiung country,
Taiwan.
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English as a Foreign Language (EFL) is a required course throughout the
entire secondary education curriculum in Taiwan.

It is governed under the

nationally mandated curriculum standards and is included in the Joint College
Entrance Examination. In his study, Stake's (1967) model was employed to detect
possible discrepancies among nationally mandated curriculum goals, classroom
transactions and alignment between what has been taught and what has been tested
in this school. The purpose of the study was to investigate the extent to which the
nationally mandated curriculum goals of the Senior High School English Language
Program had been achieved in Fong-Shin Senior High School Kaohsiung country,
Taiwan. The contingencies among back ground conditions, classroom activities, and
outcomes of the English Language Program were described and analyzed.
Congruencies between what was intended and what occurred were also analyzed.
Relevant data were collected around each research question by teacher and
student interviews, videotaped classroom observations, translating curriculum
guidelines, and retrieving test scores from school management information system.
The research questions were defined and categorized under Stake' model as
descriptive and judgmental. Findings were that teaching activities were dominated
by grammar translation techniques to train students with reading skills and small
amounts of student-centered writing activities, and that Chinese was the main
instructional medium.

These phenomena were in conflict with the nationally

mandated Senior High School EFL curriculum Standards that expected students to
be trained with listening, speaking, reading and writing skills equally.
The analysis on test scores revealed a relatively high correlation between
school tests and the Joint College Entrance Examination. However, both kinds of
testing only tested students on reading and writing skills. To address the community
expectations, especially in a Chinese value system, school administration and
teaching staff were implementing curriculum guidelines as required.
But from the stand point of policy making under a nationally mandated
curriculum system, the Ministry of Education needed to adjust the discrepancies
among the curriculum standards, materials, and tests. This study was of great use to
the researcher as it assisted him in designing the content analysis card.
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Mahmoud (2008):
This study aimed to evaluate the effectiveness and suitability of "English for
Palestine 10 Textbooks." The researcher used two instruments: a 52- item
questionnaire, and the characteristics of a good textbook. The sample of the study
consisted of 50 male and female teachers of English who taught the tenth graders
from Nablus District. Mahmoud, (2006) had also evaluated 'English for Palestine
1v'. He used a similar instrument in order to judge the suitability of a good TEFL or
ESL textbook. The sample of the study consisted of sixty teachers who taught
fourth grade from Jenin and Qabatya districts. In both studies, he found out that the
textbooks he analyzed were suitable but lacked few items that characterize a good
textbook. He noticed that teachers, supervisors, and parents as well as the local
society did not participate in selecting the materials or in choosing the objectives of
the curriculum.


Designers should consider the countries' environment in the materials included in
the textbooks activities.



The textbooks should be revised carefully to make sure that they are free of
mistakes. The number of periods per week was not sufficient to cover the selected
material of the fourth grade. There should be a balance between the aims, the
materials and the number of periods designed to render the whole message to the
students. The students ' book should have a glossary, proper pronunciation and
phonetic transcription of each word and an index listing the keywords with their
meanings and page number.
The researcher finds that this study is consider very useful as it will help in
preparing and conducting his tools especially the questionnaire.

Badawi (2007):
This study aimed to evaluate English for Palestine Grade 10 text book,
which was designed for the tenth basic grade students in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip and has been taught since 2004-2005. He used the descriptive analytical
method of research to carry out the study. He designed an analytical card that
sought to collect data relevant to the process of the study. These data involved
making a survey for the textbook so as to analyze the activities that match the
standards set by the study.

The analysis card was shown to 12 experts for

benefiting from their comments in regard to any potential modification, deletions
and additions to achieve the validity.
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Reliability was examined through the help of three researchers. The findings
of the study showed a variance in presenting the standards of the Foreign Language
Learning.
Communication standards were highly dominant in contrast with
communities, connections and culture standards. He pointed out that there should
be more balance in the distribution of the standards among the units of the textbook.
The findings also showed a good employment for topics in the textbook,
various topics were introduced throughout the twelve units.

The study

recommended establishing a follow up research committee in order to apply
formative and summative evaluation researches to achieve more innovations and
developments.
The researcher also recommended that teachers should be invited to attend
workshops held by the Ministry of Education on new trends of curriculum and
teaching, and employ more effective methods such as group work, team work and
cooperative learning methods.
The researcher confirms that this study is closely related to the subject of his
study as it focuses on the evaluation of the tenth Grade textbook of the curriculum.
So it will widen and enlarge his experience about this study.

Masri (2003):
This study evaluated the first graders' new English textbook English for
Palestine from teachers' perspective in the Northern District of Palestine. The study
sought to determine the role of gender, educational level, and years of experience
variables on the degree of evaluation. A questionnaire was developed for the
purpose of the study. The size of the proposed population was 350 teachers. The
sample was chosen randomly and it consisted of 208 teachers. The results showed
that the degrees of evaluation of the book shape domain, the book content domain,
the structure of the language and the grammar, and the methods and aids were
highly with total score.
Significant differences were found in the degree of evaluation between male
and female teachers in favor of males, and there were significant differences due to
experience.

Mahmoud & Masri's (2008, 2003) studies both emphasized that

English Foreign Language teachers ought to keep in contact with modern effective
trends of teaching through attending seminars and taking part in workshops held
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from time to time by the Ministry of Education so that they can achieve students'
progress and better interaction in the classroom.
This study will provide the researcher with more experience about the
different variables and points that may affect evaluation, thus it is very important
deal with evaluation of English textbooks in Palestine.

Hashemi (2001):
This study evaluated the three English language textbooks that were used at
high school in Iran from the high school English teachers' point of view. For the
study purpose, a 46- item questionnaire was developed about the five sections of
textbooks (vocabulary, reading, grammar, language function, and pronunciation
practice), their physical – make up, and practical concerns. Additionally, fifty high
school teachers with more than five years teaching experience were asked to reflect
the questionnaire by checking one of the four options included. The results of the
study indicated that the textbooks were not acceptable from the teachers' point of
view concerning their five sections, their physical make-up and some practical
concerns.
This study increases the researcher's knowledge in applying his evaluative
study on English for Palestine 8 textbook because it used a similar tool to collect the
data of the study.
3.3. Studies Related to Teaching and Developing Speaking Skills

Abu Sharbain's (2009) Study investigated the difficulties that encounter
UNRWA ninth grade teachers of English in performing their roles in light of the
communicative approach to teaching speaking in Gaza strip. It also investigated the
extent to which teachers perform these roles. The researcher used two tools: an
interview and the observation card. Through the interview, the researcher elicits the
difficulties from three UNRWA experts. These difficulties were classified into six
scopes to form the observation card. The observation card was used to observe (24)
male and female UNRWA ninth grade teachers from all areas of the Gaza strip. The
study attempted the descriptive analytical approach. The results were statistically
analyzed using frequencies and percentages, Mann Whintny test, One Way
ANOVA, Scheffe posttest, Alpha Cronbach, Split-half method,
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Gutman correlation coefficient and Spearman correlation coefficient. The
results indicated that there is a general weakness in the level of all roles. Also, there
are no differences between male and female teachers in performing their roles and
no differences due to the age of the teachers. The researcher recommended that the
teachers should avoid acting as the center of the educational process and should
avoid dominating the classroom activity. They should pass the responsibility to the
students to manage their own learning and to build self-confidence and selfautonomy. Over correction should be avoided and the teachers should be more
tolerant with students' errors to decrease their anxiety.
This study has little to do with the current study; however, the research has decided
to include it for its theoretical importance that helped the researcher to organize the
ideas related to speaking topic.

Al -Twairish's (2009) study attempted to measure the effect of the
implementation of the communicative approach (CA) on the listening and speaking
skills of Saudi third year secondary students. In order to address this issue, a
quantitative study was conducted on two randomly selected classes at Dammam
Tenth Secondary School. These two classes were assigned as the sample of the
study: an experimental group consisted of (37) students and a control group
consisted of (41) students .
Various communicative activities were used with the experimental group
while the control group was exposed to the traditional method. A pre-test was
administered to both groups at the beginning of the experiment to ensure that they
had the same language background. At the end of the experiment, a post- test was
assigned to both groups to determine whether the CA had positively affected the
students' listening and speaking abilities. The findings of the study revealed that the
CA had a positive effect on the students' listening and speaking skills.

The

experimental group obtained somewhat higher scores in the post-test than in the
pre-test, making the difference between the pre-test and post-test scores statistically
significant. The difference between the pre-test and the post-test for the control
group was not statistically significant.
The experimental students were more differentiated than the control
students, as shown by a statistically significant difference between the mean scores
of both groups in the post-test in favor of the experimental students.
2.

In light of these results, the researcher recommended that a shift should be
made from non-communicative to communicative ELT and students should be
encouraged to speak the target language with their colleagues. The previous study
has helped the researcher of the current study in choosing the various
communicative activities as the proper activities to achieve the purposes of this
study.
Dewi's (2008) Study aimed at knowing the learning strategies used by three
students of the first year in SMA N I Colomadu who have different speaking levels
(high, middle, and low). This research used a case study as the type of research.
The data in this research were derived from score of the students and
information. The researcher used an interview and the observation card for
collecting the data. Based on the interview and observation, the researcher draws
some conclusions about learning strategies used by the students to develop speaking
skills in SMA N 1 Colomadu as follows: S1 is a student who has middle mark in
English speaking applies (15) strategies; (7) in metacognitive strategies, (7) in
cognitive strategies, (1) in socio-affective strategies. S2 is a student who has middle
mark in English speaking applies (14) strategies; (7) in metacognitive strategies, (6)
in cognitive strategies, (1) in socio-affective strategies. S3 is a student who has a
low mark in English speaking skill applies (12) strategies, (5) in metacognitive
strategies, (5) in cognitive strategies, and (2) in socio-affective strategies.
The final test of student‟s English speaking skill showed that S1 achieved
the highest mark in speaking English. S2 had a middle mark and S3 had the lowest
mark. Most of the mistakes were on the pronunciations. The mistakes of S2
speaking skill were on the pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar. The mistakes of
S3 speaking skill were on the pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar and intonation.
The researcher of the current study has benefited from Dewi's (ibid) in terms
of designing the activities and strategies that help in improving speaking skills .
Sugianto's (2008) Study investigated (1) the question - and - answer
technique in improving the student's

speaking ability of agreement and

disagreement expression, 2) the student's difficulties in improving their speaking
ability of agreement and disagreement expression by using question and answer
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technique, (3) the effectiveness of question and answer technique in improving the
students' speaking ability of agreement and disagreement expression .
The subject of this study is limited on the fifth year student of SDN 02
Growong Kidul Juwana – Pati, the researcher took (45) students. The tools of
collecting the data were observation, interview, test, and documentation. The
researcher used interactive model analysis to get the first and second objective and
comparison method in order to get the third objective.
The results showed that (1) the implementation of question and answer
technique was appropriate in teaching agreement and disagreement expression in
SDN 02 Growong Kidul Juwana-Pati, (2) the students had some difficulties in
improving their speaking ability of agreement and disagreement expression by
using question and answer technique, mainly they had difficulty in pronouncing the
consonant symbol and the vowel symbol. (3)The question and answer technique
was effective in improving the student's

speaking ability of agreement and

disagreement expression by indicating the rising percentage of the students' number
who pass the test as much as (55, 3 %), and the rising percentage the students
mean score as much as (25, 39%).
The researcher of the current study has got the idea of questioning as a
strategy as a good method for improving speaking skills.
Setyowati's

(2008) Study aimed at knowing the implementation of

simulation and the result of teaching speaking to the first year students of SMAN 2
Sukoharjo, and the student's response of teaching speaking by using simulation.
The subjects of the study were limited to the first year students of SMAN 2
Sukoharjo. They consisted of (43) students. The researcher collected the data by
giving pre-test at the first meeting then applying the teaching action for two cycles.
In the last meeting, she gave a posttest. In analyzing the data, the researcher
described the implementation of simulation and the English skill of each subject
before and after conducting the research. After that she compared the result of pretest and post-test, the researcher also described the student's response of the
implementation of simulation. The results of the action showed that the procedures
of improving speaking competence through simulation were asking the students to
act as other person in different situation, the speaking activities were completed
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with some props and document in order that the activity looks real. The highest
score of pre-test was (57), the lowest score was (32) and the mean score was (44),
while highest score of post-test was (82) , the lowest score was (59) . These results
showed that the teaching of speaking process was successful by using simulation.
The researcher asserted that teaching speaking by using simulation was
effective for the first year students of SMAN 2 Sukoharjo. It can make the students
master vocabulary and pronunciation the words correctly. In addition, it increased
their interest in learning and their confidence to practice speaking.
The researcher of the current study found that the idea of the teaching of
speaking process was successful by using simulation and the importance of
simulation in developing fluency.

Wijarwadi's (2008) Study aimed to know the influence of optimizing
contextual teaching and learning on student speaking improvement. This research
used the experimental method. The researcher did field research by teaching two
different classes using two different methods. The students' speaking ability was
tested by using the same instruments of speaking test (pre & post- test) in order to
know the influence and the effectiveness of using CTL and ALM in teaching
speaking skill. Then, the data were analyzed by using product moment theory. The
population of the study was (315) students from the first year of SMAN1 Ciputat
which consisted of eight classes.
The researcher only took two classes that are (X.8) and (X.7) and taught
these two classes by using CTL (for experiment class) and ALM (for control class).
The researcher took (58) students where (29) students are from the experiment class
and the rest are from the control class. The sample was taken purposively using
random sample technique. T-test was used in order to find out the differences of the
result/score of student‟s achievement in studying speaking by using CTL and ALM.
According to the result, the researcher concluded that teaching speaking through
Contextual Teaching Learning was quite successful.
It means that there is a significant influence of using Contextual Teaching
Learning on teaching speaking.
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Therefore, the conclusion was that the students' speaking scores taught by
Contextual Teaching Learning were better than those that of these taught by AudioLingual Method.
The researcher of the current study found that teaching speaking through
Contextual Teaching Learning was quite successful, so the researcher benefited
from certain topics of this study in the theoretical framework.

Widiastuti's (2008) study aimed at describing the process of teaching
speaking through dialogue focusing on the curriculum, method and technique of
teaching speaking, teaching media, and system of evaluation at SMK
Muhammadiyah 1 Jatinom. In this research, the researcher did the classroom
observation and interview to the English teacher.

In collecting the data, the

researcher focused on dialogue, the teaching learning - process, the students
activities, the teacher's and student's roles, the teacher and student's problem in
teaching-learning speaking, and problem solving by the teacher in

teaching

speaking.
Based on the data analysis, the results showed that teaching speaking by
using dialogue for the eleventh year students of SMK Muhammadiyah 1 Jatinom as
follows: 1). The curriculum of SMK Muhammadiyah 1 Jatinom especially at the
eleventh level uses KBK. In KBK, the goal of teaching speaking is to gain the
students to be able to communicate in English on elementary level. Consequently,
they can express various feelings or senses; 2). Method and technique of teaching
speaking:

in teaching speaking the English teacher uses the communicative

approach and the dialogue technique; 3). Media of teaching speaking: media is a
very needed to successful teaching learning process, so the English teacher of SMK
Muhammadiyah 1 Jatinom uses a blackboard and cassette (CD). To evaluate the
students' performance the teacher gives comments and marks; this way is very
needful for a teacher to know the student's capability and to make the lesson better.
Therefore, the result of teaching speaking through dialogue was satisfying.
The researcher of the current study has found that the use of dialogue was an
effective activity in teaching and improving fluency and speaking skills, so he used
it as one of the activities which develop fluency.
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Al - Qadi's (2007) study aimed at revealing the main difficulties facing
English majors in oral communication skills at the Islamic University of Gaza and
suggesting a program for tackling some of these difficulties.
To fulfill the aim of the study, the researcher followed the descriptive
analytical and constructive methods. She prepared a list of skills that English
majors should gain and which are needed for acquiring oral communicative ability.
It includes (13) main skills. The researcher used these skills as a questionnaire to
know what skills are important or not from teachers' point of views. The researcher
also prepared a diagnostic test containing the difficult skills revealed by experts'
opinions by open questionnaire and the researcher suggested a program for tackling
difficulties facing students in oral communications skills. The researcher applied
her test on English majors as a survey sample. Percentages, means, Pearson
correlation and T- test were used to analyze the data statistically. The results show
that there were difficulties in oral communication skills and there were no
statistically significant differences at (α ≤ 0.05) between English majors in oral
having oral communication skills difficulties due to the gender (male and female).
The study recommended that the teacher should focus on the spoken
language in the teaching activities and let students communicate with each other;
encourage shy students to participate orally by using different activities that depend
on project team work and use new methods of teaching English language orally
such as, project team including many techniques and activities to enhance the
participation with each other‟s.
The researcher of the current study benefited from the previous study in
designing the tools of the current study.
Castillo's (2007) study aimed to report on research carried out with eleventh
graders at Colegio de Bachillerato Patria in Bogotá. The main purpose of the
research was to establish strategies to help students to improve their oral production
in English. Instruments used to collect the data were: field notes, students' and
teachers' surveys, students' interviews and audio tapes recordings.
Considering the data gathered, this research prompted a more cooperative
environment among students in the oral process. Finally it was a way to motivate
other teachers in the school to work with these kinds of strategies.
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Findings of the study show that all the students at the end of the
implementation have different attitude towards group work and the skill of
speaking. At the beginning of the process students did not like to work in groups
and felt uncomfortable speaking English.
After the experience of sharing and learning with others, they found real and
concrete reasons to work with their partners. Many values were learned during the
process, such as solidarity, responsibility, team spirit. The oral production
improvement gave students the opportunity to help and to learn from their partners.
They noticed that all of them had something to share and something to be valued in
the group and they could express themselves and communicate orally without the
pressure of grades or other students' opinions.
The previous study has helped the researcher of the current study in writing
the theoretical framework related to speaking part.

Al – Mashharawi's (2006) study aimed at evaluating teachers' performance
in teaching speaking skill communicatively in preparatory stage in Jabalia area.
The researcher chose a sample which consisted of (37) teachers (22 males and 15
females). The sample involved the teachers, who taught English at preparatory stage
in Jabalia area for the second semester of the academic year (2004 – 2005). The
researcher used the observation card and applied it on the sample of study. The
researcher used Pearson correlation formula to check the validity of observation
card and Cooper's equation to check the percentage of agreement between the
observers. He used Mann – Whitney test and Kruskal Wallis test to analyze the data
of the observation card statistically.
The results of the study showed that the female teachers had more interest
and desire to apply the communicative approach in teaching speaking more than
male teachers.

The study revealed that there were no statistically significant

differences at level (α ≤ 0.05) between teachers' performance in teaching speaking
communicatively in preparatory stage in Jabalia area with reference to experience
variable. The study recommended that it should reduce number of periods, the
administrative works and number of students in classes for teachers to have chance
to communicate with students easily and intensively. The study also revealed that it
is more effective if the learning materials include real life situations and interesting
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communicative activities. Teachers are advised to encourage students to speak
freely and fluently in group or pair work.
The researcher of the current study has benefited from the previous study in
choosing properly the statistical tools.
Lourdunathan and Menon's (2006) study aimed to observe how
interaction strategy training might affect the development of oral competence. The
study also examined the frequency and the types of interaction strategies used and
the effectiveness of interaction strategy used after training. For this purpose ten
groups of students were introduced to and trained in the use of selected interaction
strategies. The analysis indicated that training resulted in a significant use of
findings of this study were that: (1) training or explicit instruction in interaction
strategies improved group interaction, (2) training resulted in more frequent and
varied use of interaction strategies, (3) a limited range of vocabulary or limited
language proficiency of the students influenced the effective use of interaction
strategies and (4) cooperative learning and peer support can be used to motivate
limited language proficiency students to contribute more to the general group
interaction.
From those results, the researcher recommended that the students would
have more confidence to use the more difficult interaction strategies such as
clarification if they had adequate language support. Also, teachers should use
effective strategy training including cooperative learning and peer support because
this encourages students not only to clarify themselves but also to contribute more
to the discussion.
The previous study has helped the researcher of the current study in writing
the theoretical framework related to speaking skills part.
Lui's (2006) study aimed to investigate the effects of two teaching
strategies, memorization and improvisation, on ESL (English as a second language)
student's oral proficiency and how they perceived the strategies and the activities
used in the classroom. The participants were (16) year-old nursing students in a
Taiwan medical college. They had learned English for at least three and a half years
before joining the study, but most of their previous learning was focused on reading
and writing.

..

They were divided into three groups, experiencing a memorization strategy,
an improvisation strategy, and a strategy combining memorization and
improvisation respectively.
Data were collected from their oral pre-test and post-test, perception
questionnaire, perception interview, college- wide satisfaction survey and in- class
observation. Data were analyzed in both quantitative and qualitative ways.
The results showed that each of the strategies had significant positive effects
on students' oral acquisition, but the improvisation group performed significantly
better than the memorization group, and the memorization group did better than
combination group. The findings also showed that participants' initial oral language
levels made no difference on the rate of oral improvement. The high- level and the
intermediate student demonstrated no difference in their preference for the two
strategies, but the low – level students showed significant preference for the
memorization strategy.
The researcher of the current study has benefited from the previous study in
choosing properly the statistical tools.
AL - Ghunaimi's (2003) aimed at developing the oral communication skills
of the 11th grade learners of English in Gaza via suggesting a video program to
teach some functions of English language to the target students. The video program
was applied through an experimental study including two equivalent groups of the
11th grade students in Shadia Abu-Ghazala secondary school for girls. Each group
included (37) students, one of them was an experimental group that was taught the
functions of language by the suggested program while the other group was
controlled and was taught the same functions in the traditional method.
The students' achievement was evaluated by valid reliable tests, a listening
test and the speaking one. T-test independent sample was used to measure the
differences in achievement between the two groups on the listening test and the
speaking one whereas T-test paired sample measured the differences between the
pre-performance of the experimental group and the post-performance of it on both
of listening and speaking.
The study revealed that the experimental group scored significantly higher
on the post –test of listening and speaking than the control group did. Moreover, the
post - performance of the experimental group was significantly higher than the pre performance of it on tests of speaking and listening.
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The researcher recommended that teachers of English language should try to
present the language in a natural atmosphere of social communication and the use of
instructional films proved to be effective for that purpose.
The researcher intended to include this study, because it is relevant to the
dependent variable of the study (developing speaking skills).
The previous study has helped the researcher of the current study in writing
the theoretical framework related to speaking skills part.
Wanous's (2002) Study investigated the effectiveness of a teaching program
via the video for learning oral communication in English. It was an empirical study
on the 2nd secondary class in the school of Martyrs in Syria. The researcher
realized the low level of the students in learning English and the ignorance of
teachers for the speaking skill of language. The sample of the study consisted of
two groups of students, an experimental group and a control one. The program was
implemented upon the sample of the study. A valid and reliable achievement
speaking test was used as a tool of the study and it served as a pre– test and post–
test.
The results were treated statistically and there were significant differences
between the achievement of the two groups of the study for the experimental one
including males and females.

Accordingly, the video program proved to be

effective in developing the speaking skill of English for the students. The study
recommended the use of video programs in teaching as they present language in its
native style in oral communication.
El - Matarawy's (1996) Study investigated the effects of using cooperative
learning strategy on developing oral communication skills of the first year students
in the Department of English at Port Said faculty of education. The purpose of this
research was to develop both speaking and listening skills of the prospective
teachers of English. This study was applied on all students of the first year in the
Department of English at Port Said faculty of education. The researcher applied his
study on (30) students (male and female) who were selected randomly for
experimental group and others for control group. The researcher used pre-and posttests. The statistical analysis of the results proved that the students of experimental
group made progress and improvement during experimentation. The results also
confirmed the validity of using the action research method.
It is suggested to investigate the effect of using the cooperative learning
techniques on developing fluency skills in writing.
..

It recommends the use of the cooperative learning techniques with candidates with
different qualifications and in different institutions.

Salem’s (2013) study investigates the impact of multiple intelligences based instruction on developing speaking skills of the pre-service teachers of
English. Therefore, the problem of the current study can be stated in the lack of
speaking skills of the pre-service teachers of English in Hurgada faculty of
Education, South Valley University. To confront this problem, the researcher
developed a multiple - intelligences based program to enhance the speaking skills
paying due attention to the individual differences among students. The sample of
the study consists of sixty fourth - year prospective teachers of English.
The Quasi-experimental research design was used in the study as the
researcher used the one group pre - posttest to assess the usefulness of using this
approach. Results of the study proved the effectiveness of Multiple-intelligences
based Instruction on developing speaking skills of the pre-service teachers of
English.
Hung (2013) study focused on English speaking skill of 11th grade students
at Thong Linh High school, and was conducted to find out the relationship between
background knowledge and English speaking skill. Data used for analysis in this
study are mainly collected through observations, surveys using questionnaire and
interview during the time of experimenting a proposed method. By means of the
analysis of both qualitative and quantitative collected data, it was concluded that
between background knowledge and speaking skill, there was an existing
relationship. One of the significant results from data analysis was that building up
awareness via supporting background knowledge related to topics of speaking
lesson to English - learning students before letting them going to talk was an
effective approach to improve English speaking skill.

The researcher of the current study has benefited from this study in
designing the questionnaire and the activities and strategies that help in improving
speaking skills.
Afana (2012) Study aimed at investigating the impact of using Educational
Drama Intervention (ED) on the Palestinian ninth graders in UNRWA schools. It
sought to determine the extent to which ED creates opportunities for students to
promote their speaking skills.
..

The intervention was designed to maximize speaking skills by utilizing three
strategies of educational drama: role play, simulation and hot seating. For
answering the questions of the study, the researcher adopted the experimental
approach. The Educational Drama strategy was used in teaching the experimental
group while the traditional method was used with the control one in the second
semester of the school year (2011-2012) for six weeks covering (21 hours).
The researcher utilized two main tools and another five supporting tools employing
four types of assessment represented in analytical assessment (an observation card)
and the holistic one (a checklist).

The internal and external assessment and

reflection were also used by getting all the parties involved in the intervention being
interviewed; the students shared in the experiment and the drama teacher.
A panel of five expert teachers shared in assessing the collective speaking
performance of the students using the checklist.
The data of the study were analyzed using T- test independent sample, which
was used to determine significant differences between the groups. Effect size
technique was used to measure the effect size of the Educational drama intervention
on the experimental group in the total score of the observation card, the checklist
and self - assessment card. The results indicated that there were statistically
significant differences between both groups in favor of the experimental one, in
improving speaking skills due to the Educational Drama Intervention.
The researcher in the current study has benefited from this study in
designing the teachers' guide for the speaking skill.

Jondeya’s (2011) study aimed at investigating the effectiveness of using
information gap on developing speaking skills for the eighth graders in Gaza
governorate schools. For achieving this aim, the researcher adopted the
experimental approach. The sample of the study consisted of (70) female students
equally divided into (35) students for the experimental group and (35) students for
the control one. It was randomly chosen from Al- Majdal Higher Basic School in
east Gaza. The researcher designed activities related to speaking topics discussed in
English for Palestine 8 textbook. These activities were based on information gap
concept which was used in teaching the experimental group, while the ordinary
method was used in teaching the control one in the first term of the school year
(2010-2011).
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An oral test was designed and validated to be used as a pre and post test for the two
groups of students. The data were analyzed statistically by using T - test paired
sample to measure the differences between the performance of the experimental
group in the pre and the post test. T- test independent sample was used to measure
the differences in the speaking skills at each level of

the five levels

(comprehension, pronunciation, fluency, grammar, and vocabulary) for the
experimental and control groups in the post test.
The effectiveness of using information gap activities on developing speaking
skills was measured by using the effect size technique (Eta Square). The results
proved that there were statistically significant differences at (a ≤ 0.05) in the mean
scores between the pre & post speaking test of the experimental group in each
level of speaking skills in favor of the post test. The results also indicated that
there were statistically significant differences at (a ≤ 0.05) in the mean scores of
each level of speaking skills in the post test for the experimental group compared
with the control group.
The researcher in the current study has benefited from this study in
designing the in writing the theoretical framework related to speaking skills part.

Khikmiah (2010) The problems of this study concentrated on the possible
significant difference between students who join E-Club and the ones who do not?
And on how the description in terms of the five aspects of speaking (pronunciation,
vocabulary, structure, fluency and comprehension) between those two groups. The
design of this study is a causal - comparative study; finding the impact by
comparing two groups.
The subjects of this study were the students of the eleventh grade of Senior
High School 1 in Pekalongan in the academic year 2009/2010. Fifteen students who
joined E-Club and fifteen of them who did not were chosen as the sample.
The techniques used for obtaining the data were observation, interview,
speaking test and questionnaire. The result of speaking test conducted to both
groups shows a significant difference with t-test 2,3 ; higher than the critical value
2,0. The students' score of E-Club proved higher than the scored of those who did
not join it .
Students of E - Club achieved 78% in pronunciation, 65% in structure, 62% in
vocabulary and 78% in comprehension.
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Meanwhile, students of Non-E-Club achieved 55% in pronunciation, 52% in
structure, 45% in vocabulary, 53% in structure and 60% in comprehension. In line
with the result, it is concluded that E-Club has many advantages which can improve
and develop students' speaking skill. It is suggested that students should participate
more in E-Club and teacher can motivate students‟ participation in English
extracurricular activity.
The researcher in the current study has benefited from this study in
designing the idea of working in teams as a good method for improving speaking
skills.

Ayat’s (2012) study aimed at evaluating the availability of high order
thinking skills (HOTS) in the reading exercises of English for Palestine 8 to find out
to what extent the reading exercises in the students' book and the workbook match
the suggested criteria. The study used the descriptive analytical approach: she used
two tools to collect the needed data which: a content analysis card and a structured
interview. The findings of the study showed that on the (26) items i.e., 58% which
were considered criteria to evaluate the reading comprehension exercises in English
for Palestine 8 were available and the other eleven items are completely neglected.
In regard to the interview, there was almost agreement among the 8th grade English
language teachers that there was a shortage in the HOTS in the reading exercises
and that they were not well treated. The study recommended modifying the reading
exercises by providing them with more enrichment material that includes HOTS.
English language supervisors were also recommended to hold more workshops to
train English language teachers how to enhance such skills in students' mentalities.

3. 4. Commentary
Since this chapter is specified for the previous studies relevant to the subject
of the current study, it expanded the researcher's background and broadened his
understanding of the subject of the current study.
The above-mentioned studies have provided beneficial information
indicating that students' speaking skills can be enhanced and explained through new
approaches and methods. Of course, the focus was on improving speaking skills in
English as a foreign language.
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Nevertheless, some of the studies' results, such as Abu Sharbain's (2009),
and Al- Mashharawi's (2006) were merely based on surveys used to gain descriptive
information. Some of these studies are local such as Al-Qadi's (2007), Jondeya
(2011), Afana's (2012), Ayat's (2012), Mahmoud's (2008), Kamile's & Karliova's
(2009), Masri's (2003), Badawi's (2007), and AL-Ghunaimi's (2003). Others are
Arab like EL-Matrawy's (1996), Salem (2013), and the others are foreign like
Wanous's (2002), Lui's (2006), Lourdunathan and Menon's (2006),Khikmiah
(2010), Chin-Wang L. H .(1996), Hashemi (2001), and Novita's (2008).

This indicates the importance of teaching speaking skills and fluency
activities. In fact, those studies explored the influence of various approaches of
teaching and developing speaking skills such as using of role- play and simulation,
contextual teaching and learning, communicative approach, memorization and
improvisation, the question and answer technique, suggestion a video program, and
dialogue technique. All of the studies reviewed stresses the effectiveness of these
approaches and techniques in developing students' speaking skills, Despite this,
there is a need to conduct true and quasi experiments.

The previous studies have helped the researcher of the current study in
writing the theoretical framework related to the activities which develop fluency
part and the researcher has benefited from the previous studies in using the
appropriate statistical analysis to analyze the data statistically, and in interpreting
the results and giving recommendations and suggestions.

The researcher has

become aware of the challenges and difficulties during the implementation of the
study and selecting the appropriate research design for this study. Those previous
studies developed the researcher's background and provided him with some
shrewdness's to carry out this study easily especially in choosing the suitable tools
for the study. However, this study differs from the previous studies in that it
focuses on the fluency activities in the exercises of English for Palestine 8 textbook.
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3.5. Summary
In this chapter, the researcher presented several relevant studies related to
evaluating the textbooks of English as foreign language content and presented
several relevant studies related to speaking and speaking skills. They assisted the
researchers to deal with these skills by implementing different techniques and
strategies. The chapter has also presented various studies related to fluency
activities and showed how the researcher had benefited from those various studies
and views which emphasized the importance of this technique in language learning
situations. The next chapter will review research design and methodology of the
study.
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Chapter Four
Methodology
Introduction
This chapter describes the methodology that study uses in this research. The
adopted methodology to accomplish this study uses the following techniques: the
information about the research design, research population, an analysis tool and a

questionnaire of fluency activities and speaking skills used statistical data analysis,
content validity and pilot study. In brief, the tools of the study involved constructing

both a content analysis card and a questionnaire to answer the questions of the
study.
4.1. Research Design
The researcher will employ the descriptive analytical method of doing
research to carry out the study. The descriptive method means "any research that
describes a setting or events in numerical terms,” (Brown & Rogers, 2002: 118). The
researcher selected this method due to its relation to evaluate to what extent the
fluency activities are available in the textbook of English for Palestine 8.


The first phase of the research thesis included identifying and defining the
problems and establishment objective of the study and development of
research plan.



The second phase of the research included a field survey which was
conducted with "Fluency Activities in English for Palestine 8 Textbook from
Teacher's View Points.”



The third phase of the research focused on the modification of the
questionnaire design, through distributing the questionnaire to pilot study.
The purpose of the pilot study was to test and prove that the questionnaire
questions are clear to be answered in a way that help to achieve the target of
the study. The questionnaire was modified based on the results of the pilot
study.



The fourth phase of the research focused on distributing questionnaire. This
questionnaire was used to collect the required data in order to achieve the
research objective.
3.

The researcher used two methods in distributing the questionnaire:
o Immediate distribution in schools.
o Electronic distribution by Internet - Email – Facebook.


The fifth phase of the research includes data analysis and discussion.
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, (SPSS) was used to perform the
required analysis, and content analysis for textbook of English for Palestine
8. The final phase includes the conclusions and recommendations.



The sixth phase thirty questionnaires were distributed to the research
population and all questionnaires are received, and the researcher used a card
including the fluency activities in speaking.
Figure (1) shows the methodology flowchart, which leads to achieve the research objective.

Develop
Research Plan

Topic Selection

Identify the
Problem

Thesis Proposal

Define the Problem

Literature Review

Establish Objective

Field Surveying

Questionnaires Design
Pilot
Questionnaires
Questionnaires
Questionnaires
Validity

Results and
Data Analysis

Questionnaires
Reliability

Conclusion &
Recommendation

Figure (1) Illustrates the methodology flow chart.
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4.2. Instrumentation
In order to collect the needed data for this research, the researcher used the
secondary resources in collecting data such as books, journals, statistics, and web
pages. In addition to primary resources that are not available in secondary resources
through distribute in questionnaires on study population in order to get their
opinions about " Fluency Activities in English for Palestine 8 Textbook from
Teacher's View Points,” and a card include in the fluency activities speaking will
used. Research methodology depends on the analysis of data on the use of
descriptive analysis, which depends on the poll and use the main program (SPSS).
The researcher employed a content analysis card and a questionnaire to achieve the
aims of the study.
4.3. Content Analysis Card
The content analysis card is used as a search design for this study. Ali
(2010: 88-89) states that content analysis is an appropriate research technique to use
when manipulating large quantities of textual information to systematically identify
certain characteristics.
To achieve the aims of the study, the content analysis card is used for
collecting and analyzing data regarding the availability of fluency activities in
English for Palestine 8.
4.4. Constructing the Content Analysis Card
The researcher constructed the content analysis card after reviewing the
available literature including books, previous studies, statistics, web pages, and
related articles.
4.5. Description of the Content Analysis Card

1. Purpose of the Analysis
The analysis in this evaluative study aims at investigating the extent to which
Fluency activities are available in the textbook of English for Palestine 8.
2. Documentation
The analysis includes all the exercises of all (14) units of the textbook of
English for Palestine 8.

3.

3. Section of the Analysis
The perfect number of the exercises in the 8th grade English textbook, English
for Palestine 8 is 604 that is distributed among the 14 units of the targeted
textbook only 309 exercises are included in 8 A and 295 exercises are included in
8 B textbooks.
4. Elements of the Analysis
The researcher reviewed different sources to build the criteria for the
evaluation, among them were previous studies, some books, related literature,
institution's publications and some educational journals, then the researcher
managed to build his own criteria , the criteria are the elements of the analysis
card. The content analysis card contained five main domains, Role play that
included 8 item, Discussions that included 8 item, Conversation that contained 8
items, Brainstorming that contained 8 items and Picture describing that contained
5 items.

5. Limitation of the Analysis


The analysis covers all the exercises of 8 A & 8 B of English for Palestine 8.



The analysis focuses mainly on the fluency activities only.

6. Validity of the content analysis card
To confirm the validity of the content analysis card, it was shown to some
experts from various foundations. Three referees were from Al-Azhar
University, one referee was from Al-Aqsa University, nine referees were
teachers of English , they follows for the Ministry of Education .
The list of the criteria was tested to check the comprehensiveness of the
techniques to the purpose of the study. After showing the content analysis card
to the experts, and in the light of their suggestions and comments, some points
were removed, and other points were changed in the light of the referees'
comments. All the referees defined the convenience of the criteria included in
the check list for evaluating the availability of fluency activities in English for
Palestine 8 textbook.
After the revised version of the check list had been confirmed, the items became
(37), divided into five groups; Role play, Discussions, Conversation,
Brainstorming, Picture describing. Table No. (1).

3.

Table No.(1)
The number of points in each field of the analysis card.

No.

points

No. of items

Role Play

8

Discussions

8

Conversation

8

Brainstorming

8

Picture describing

5

Total

37

4.6. Population and Sampling
The population of the study comprises all teachers of English of 8th grade at
Government schools in North Gaza and the teachers who teach eighth grade in previous
years and deal with the textbook, which consist from 30 teachers .Questionnaires were
distributed to the research population and all questionnaires are received.

4.7. Questionnaire content
Analytical tool and a questionnaire of fluency activities and speaking skills
was provided with a covering letter explaining the purpose of the study, the way of
responding, the aim of the research and the confidentiality of the information in order
to encourage a high response. The questionnaire included multiple choice questions:
which used widely in the questionnaire. The variety in these questions aims first to
meet the research objectives, and to collect all the necessary data that can support the
discussion, results and recommendations in the research.
The sections in the questionnaire will verify the objectives in this research
related to Fluency Activities in English for Palestine 8 Textbook from Teacher's View
Points as the following:


Role play



Discussions



Conversation



Brainstorming



Picture describing
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The respondent can answer the questionnaire item follows scale by assigning
it with a number from 1 to 3 indicating his / her acceptance degree of this item, where
(3) represents the highest acceptance degree about an item and (1) represents the
lowest acceptance degree about it as illustrated in table No. (2) .
Table No. (2)
Scale used

Level

Low

Medium

High

Scale

1

2

3

Weight mean

0.0%-33.3%

33.3%-66.6%

66.6%-100%

4.8. Pilot Study
A pilot study for the questionnaire was conducted before collecting the results
of the sample. It provides a trial run for the questionnaire, which involves testing the
wordings of question, identifying ambiguous questions, testing the techniques that
used to collect data, and measuring the effectiveness of standard invitation to
respondents.
A pilot study for this study, the questionnaire was conducted on (20) teachers
of English of the population the study before starting collecting data, to test the
meaning of the questions and making sure that the questions are good and
understandable, with no repetitions in the meanings.
4.9. Validity of the Instrument
The researcher defines the validity of an instrument as a determination of the
extent to which the instrument actually reflects the abstract construct being
examined. "Validity refers to the degree to which an instrument measures what it is
supposed to be measuring". High validity is the absence of systematic errors in the
measuring instrument. When an instrument is valid; it truly reflects the concept it is
supposed to measure. Achieving good validity required the care in the research
design and sample selection. The amended questionnaire was by the supervisor and
three experts in the tendering and bidding environments to evaluate the procedure of
questions and the method of analyzing the results. The expertise agreed that the
questionnaire was valid and suitable enough to measure the purpose that the
questionnaire designed for.
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4.10. Content Validity of the Questionnaire
To confirm the validity of the questionnaire, the researcher distributed it to
(16) referees from Al-Azhar University, Al-Quds Open University, Al - Aqsa
University, Education directorates, Some Teachers of English. Those referees have
experience of the scientific researches. They were asked to confirm the validity of
the questionnaire items and its relation to the research objective. They were
consulted to check if the research tool was well- designed to provide answers
related to the research questions .Experts' comments and suggestions were collected
and evaluated carefully.
All the suggested comments and modifications were discussed with the
supervisor before taking them into consideration. Finally, some changes,
modifications and bonuses were introduced to the questions and the final copy of
the questionnaire was made. Content validity test was conducted by consulting two
groups of experts.
The first was requested to evaluate and identify whether the questions agreed
with the scope of the items and the extent to which these items reflect the concept of
the research problem. The other was requested to evaluate that the instrument used
is valid statistically and that the questionnaire was designed well enough to provide
relations and tests between variables. The two groups of experts did agree that the
questionnaire was valid and suitable enough to measure the concept of interest with
some amendments.
4.11. Statistical Validity of the Questionnaire
To verify the validity of the questionnaire, two statistical tests were applied.
The first test is Criterion-related validity test (Pearson test) which measures the
correlation coefficient between each item in the field and the whole field. The
second test is structure validity test (Pearson test) that was used to test the validity
of the questionnaire structure by testing the validity of each field and the validity of
the whole questionnaire. It measures the correlation coefficient between one filed
and all the fields of the questionnaire that have the same level of similar scale.
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4.12. Criterion Related Validity:


Internal consistency
Internal consistency of the questionnaire is measured by a pilot sample, which

consisted of twenty questionnaires, through measuring the correlation coefficients
between each question in one field and the whole filed. Table's No. (3-7) below
shows the correlation coefficient and p-value for each field items. As show in the
table the p- Values are less than 0.05 or 0.01, so, the correlation coefficients of this
field are significant at α = 0.01 or α = 0.05, so it can be said that the items of this field
are consistent and valid to be measure what it was set for.
Table (3)
The correlation coefficient between each question in the field and the whole field
(The first field: Role play)

No.
1

2

3

4
5

6

Item(: Role play)

activities in the textbook enable
learners to submit more than one title to
the text.
Role play activities in the textbook help
learners to speak a large number of subconcepts of the major idea
Role play activities in the textbook prompt
learners to find out various solutions to the
problems included in the text.
Role play activities in the textbook direct
learners to form new relevant words.

Pearson
coefficient

pvalue

0.730**

0.000

0.680**

0.001

0.794**

0.000

0.761**

0.000

0.866**

0.000

0.754**

0.000

0.570*

0.011

Role play

activities in the textbook contain
some benefits and shades of meaning to
the words mentioned in the text.
Role play activities in the textbook help
learners state synonyms of a given word.
Role play

7

Role play

8

Role play

activities in the textbook help
learners to cite more examples.

activities in the textbook help
learners to use the vocabulary in various 0.720**
sentences.

**- Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*- Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
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0.000

Table (4)
The correlation coefficient between each question in the field and the whole field
(The second field: Discussions)

No.

Item(Discussions)

1

Discussions activities in the textbook help

2

learners to give a large number of words and
their opposites not existed in the text.
Discussions activities in the textbook help
learners to think of words that start with a
message similar to a message given by a teacher.

3

Discussions activities in the textbook help

learners to give a large number of antonyms of a
specified word in the text.
Discussions activities in the textbook help
4
learners to provide several and convincing
reasons for the solution of a problem.
Discussions activities in the textbook help
5
learners to give a group of expectations and
probabilities to a case or an event in the text.
Discussions activities in the textbook promote
6
learners to abandon old methods of speaking and
adopt new ones.
Discussions activities in the textbook help
7
students to give additional written or spoken
details about a specific problem.
Discussions activities in the textbook help
8
students to use words in several meaningful
sentences.
**- Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*-Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
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Pearson
coefficient

pvalue

0.554*

0.011

0.592**

0.006

0.606**

0.005

0.538*

0.014

0.782**

0.000

0.783**

0.000

0.796**

0.000

0.549*

0.012

Table (5)
The correlation coefficient between each question in the field and the whole field
(The Third field: Conversation)

No.
1

Item(Conversation)
The textbook contains activities that develop

Pearson
coefficient

p-value

0.724**

0.000

0.479*

0.032

0.775**

0.000

0.595**

0.006

0.563**

0.010

0.631**

0.003

.657**0

0.002

0.781**

0.000

fluency among students.
2

Conversation

increase

activities in the

textbook

the students' ability to speak

fluently.
3

Conversation

activities in the

textbook

promote speaking English and using it
continuously.
4

Fluency activities in the textbook correspond
with the pupils' levels.

5

Conversation

activities in the

textbook

include the educational activities that promote
student‟s fluency.
6

Each unit in the textbook contains activities
that increase the ability of students to speak
fluently.

7

The textbook uses methods, activities and
skills that develop student's fluency.

8

Conversation activities in the textbook solves

problems that students face in speaking.
*- Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*- Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)
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Table (6)
The correlation coefficient between each question in the field and the whole field
(The fourth field: Brainstorming)

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

Item(Brainstorming)

The textbook causes a lot of stress,
fatigue and boredoms for students.
The textbook does not contain activities
that develop students' fluency.
The textbook needs more activities that
develop students' fluency.
The textbook do not fit with the quality
standards.
The textbook is effective in developing
learners' fluency.
The textbook develops high levels of
competence and fluency.
The textbook involves and encourages
students to interact and communicate
fluently.
The textbook encourages competition
among learners to speak fluently.

**- Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*- Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

..

Pearson
coefficient

p-value

0.739**

0.000

0.713*

0.000

0.536*

0.015

0.477*

0.033

0.528*

0.017

0.786**

0.000

0.830**

0.000

0.706**

0.000

Table (7)
The correlation coefficient between each question in the field and the whole field
(The fifth field: Picture describing)

No.
1

Item(Picture describing)
The textbook develops learners‟

Pearson
coefficient
3.321**

p-value
3.333

confidence through activities that
develop the learning environment.
2

The textbook involve learners in

3.30.**

3.333

3.302**

3.310

3..3.**

3.331

3..00**

3.333

planning and implementing Picture
describing.
3

The textbook lead learners to give up
old interpretations of familiar objects
and use them in new ways.

4

The textbook lead learners to use
their

experience

to

search

for

students

to

particular information.
5

The

textbook

help

reorder the ideas of the text in
different way.
**-Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*-Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)

4.13. Structure Validity of the Questionnaire
Structure validity is the second statistical test that was used to test the validity
of the questionnaire structure by testing the validity of each field and the validity of
the whole questionnaire. It measures the correlation coefficient between one filed and
all the fields of the questionnaire that have the same level of like it scale.
As shown in table No. (8), the significance values are less than 0.01, so the
correlation coefficients of all the fields are significant at α = 0.01, so it can be said
that the fields are valid to be measured what it was set for to achieve the main aim of
the study.
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Table No. (8)
construct Validity of the Questionnaire

No.

Section

Pearson correlation coefficient

p-value

1

Role play

0.756**

0.000

2

Discussions

0.863**

0.000

3

Conversation

0.920**

0.000

4

Brainstorming

0.608**

0.000

5

Picture describing 0.716**

0.000

4.14. Reliability of the Research
Reliability of an instrument is the degree of consistency with which it
measures the attribute it is supposed to be measuring. The test is repeated to the
same sample of people on two occasions and then compares the scores obtained by
computing a reliability coefficient. For the most purposes, reliability coefficient
above 0.70 is considered satisfactory. The researcher's explained that overcoming
the distribution of the questionnaire twice to measure the reliability can be achieved
by using Cronbach Alpha coefficient and Split-Half method through the SPSS
software.


Split - Half Method
This method depends on finding Pearson correlation coefficient between the

means of odd questions and even questions of each field of the questionnaire. Then,
correcting the Pearson correlation coefficients can be done by using Spearman
Brown correlation coefficient of correction. The corrected correlation coefficient
(consistency coefficient) is computed according to the following equation:
Consistency coefficient = 2r/(r+1), where r is the Pearson correlation coefficient.
The normal range of corrected correlation coefficient 2r/(r+1) is between 0.0 and +
1.0 as shown in Table No.(9), and the general reliability for all items equals 0.883,
and the significant (α ) is less than 0.05. So, all the corrected correlation coefficients
are significant at α = 0.05. It can be said that according to the Split -Half method,
the causes of conflict are dependable.

..

Table (9)
Split-Half Coefficient method



personcorrelation

Spearman-Brown
Coefficient

No.

Section

1

Role play

0.678

0.808

2

Discussions

0.792

0.884

3

Conversation

0.757

0.862

4

Brainstorming

0.779

0.876

5

Picture
describing
All items

0.795

0.886

0.791

0.883

Cronbach’s Coefficient Alpha
This method is used to measure the reliability of the questionnaire between each

field and the mean of the whole fields of the questionnaire. The normal range of
Cronbach‟s coefficient alpha value between 0.0 and + 1.0, and the higher values
reflect a higher degree of internal consistency. As shown in Table No. (10), the
Cronbach‟s coefficient alpha was calculated. The general reliability for all items
equals 0.881. This range is considered high; the result ensures the reliability of the
questionnaire.
Table (10)
for Reliability Cronbach's Alpha

No.

Section

Cronbach's Alpha

1

Role play

0.832

2

Discussions

0.901

3

Conversation

0.882

4

Brainstorming

0.874

5

Picture describing

0.917

All items

0.881

..

4.15. Statistical Techniques:
To achieve the research goal, the researcher used the statistical package for
the Social Sciences (SPSS) for analyzing the data.

2.16. Statistical methods are as follows:
1. Frequencies and Percentages are used to help the researcher to describe the
study sample.
2. Alpha- Cronbach Test for measuring reliability of the items of the
questionnaires
3. Pearson correlation coefficients for measuring validity of the items of the
questionnaires.
4. Spearman –Brown Coefficient
5. One sample t test to test the opinion of the respondent in the content of the
sentences
6. Chi square to measure the extent of the existence of difference between Fluency
activities in speaking.

Summary
This chapter presented the practical research design, population of the study,
sample, data collection and instrumentation, validity, and reliability of the
instruments. It also offered the procedures of the study and the statistical techniques
used to analyze the data.
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Chapter Five
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the English for Palestine 8
textbook. This chapter submits the results of the study, discussion of the results and
recommendations. Frequencies and percentages are used to display the final
judgments. The tables are also used to clarify and show these data.
5.1. Evaluation of the Fluency Activities of English for Palestine 8 Textbook.
The researcher designed a content analysis card and refereed it to analyze the
fluency activities in the textbook to found the needed data related to speaking skills
(Role play, Discussions, Conversation, Brainstorming, and Picture describing).
5.2. Tests of Normality
Shapiri–wilk test is used to identify if the data follow normal distribution or
not; this test is considered necessary in testing hypotheses as most parametric Test
stipulate data to be normally distributed, and this test is used when the size of the
sample is less than or equals 50.
The Results of the test as shown in table (11) clarify that the calculated pvalue is greater than the significant level, which equals 0.05 (p-value. > 0.05), this
in turn denotes that data follows normal distribution, and so parametric Tests must
be used.
Table (11)
Shapiri-wilk

No.

Section

Statistic test

P-value

1

Role play

0.946

0.159

2

Discussions

0.959

0.336

3

Conversation

0.930

0.062

4

Brainstorming

0.960

0.090

5

Picture describing

0.975

0.725

All items

0.969

0.546
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5.3. Discussion and Hypotheses Test
In the following tables, the researcher used one sample t-test to test if the
opinions of the respondents in the content of the sentences are positive (weight
mean was greater than "66.6%" and the p-value was less than 0.05), otherwise the
opinions of the respondents in the content of the sentences were not positive .
Question no. 1:
To what degree do the fluency activities in English for Palestine 8 textbook
enhance speaking skills?
To answer this question, the researcher formulated the following hypothesis:
The fluency activities are moderately available in English for Palestine 8
textbook.
In an attempt to prove this hypothesis, means and percentages of each item
and the total score of each skill were used as shown in Table (18).

For data

analysis, the researcher designed a three – point scale after reviewing some
educational studies. The percentages were as follows:
1- Less than 33.3 % is a low degree of evaluation.
2- From 33.3 % to 66.6 % is a medium degree of evaluation.
3- From 66.6 % to 100.0 % is a high degree of evaluation.
The results of the content analysis card showed that:


(Discussions) with 29.5% occupied the first rank.



(Role play ) with 29.0% occupied the second rank .



(Brainstorming) with 18.9% occupied the third rank.



(Conversation) with 16.1 % occupied the fourth rank.



(Picture describing) with 6.6% occupied the fifth rank.

(The researcher conducted the analysis process)
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Table (18)
Fluency activities in speaking according to content analysis card

No.

Fluency activity

Frequency

percentages

Rank

Role play

175

29.0

2

Discussions

178

29.5

1

3

Conversation

97

16.1

4

4

Brainstorming

114

18.9

3

5

Picture describing

40

6.6

5

604

100.0

1
2

All activities

There is a difference in fluency activities included in the exercises in the
different units in textbook 8A and textbook 8B. This means that some units in
textbook 8A and those of 8B lack activities that include fluency activities. These
results show that there is no balance in the distribution of the fluency activities
among the various units either in textbook 8A or in that of 8B of English for
Palestine.
There is a need to focus more on these points of fluency activities and make
sure they are included in the exercises of the 8th grade textbook; therefore, the
Ministry of Education must hold workshops for teachers to practice and educate
them of the various methods of developing the fluency activities of their students
and to encourage them to speak fluently to enrich the book with extracurricular
activities.
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Content Analysis of English for Palestine 8 (A & B) and its percentages

Question No. 2:
3- To what degree do the fluency activities in English for Palestine 8 textbook
enhance speaking skills from the teachers' points of view?
To answer this question, the researcher formulated the following hypothesis:
H2: There are no fluency activities available in English for Palestine 8 textbook
as perceived by eighth grade teachers of English language at the significance
level   0.05
This hypothesis is divided into sub hypotheses as follows:
1.1 There is no fluency activity of role play available in English for Palestine 8
textbook as perceived by eighth grade teachers of English language at
significance level   0.05
To test the hypothesis the researcher used one sample t- test for the opinion
of the eighth grade teachers of English about fluency activity of role play available
in English for Palestine 8 textbook and the results shown in Table (12), where the
highest item according to the weight mean is item No. (6): weight mean equals
75.24" %" and p-value equals "0.048" which is less than 0.05. This means that
fluency activities in the textbook help learners to state synonyms of a given word.
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The lowest item according to the weight mean is item No. (3), where the
weight mean equals "62.86%" and p-value equals "0.353" which is greater than
0.05, which means that fluency activities in the textbook do not prompt learners to
find out various solutions to the problems included in the text.
In general, the results for all items of the fluency activity of (role play)
show that the average mean equals 2.11 and the weight mean equals 70.48%, which
is greater than "66.6%" and the value of t test equals 1.882, which is less than the
critical value which equals 2.03 and that the p- value equals 0.068, which is greater
than 0.05. That means there are no fluency activities of role play available in
English for Palestine 8 textbook as perceived by eighth grade teachers of English
language at significance level α = 0.05.
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Table (12)
Role play activity

No.

Items(Role play)

Mean

standard
deviation

Weight
mean

t-value

Pvalue

2.20

0.584

73.33

2.026

0.051

2.03

0.514

67.62

0.329

0.744

1.89

0.718

62.86

-0.941

0.353

2.14

0.692

71.43

1.221

0.230

2.06

0.684

68.57

0.495

0.624

2.26

0.741

75.24

2.052

0.048

2.20

0.759

73.33

1.558

0.128

2.14

0.648

71.43

1.304

0.201

2.11

0.359

70.48

1.882

0.068

Role play activities in the textbook

1

enable learners to submit more than
one title to the text.
Role play activities in the textbook

2

help learners to speak a large number
of sub- concepts of the major idea.
Role play activities in the textbook

3

prompt learners to find out various
solutions to the problems included in
the text.
Role play activities in the textbook

4

direct learners to form new relevant
words.
Role play activities in the textbook

5

contain some benefits and shades of
meaning to the words mentioned in
the text.
Role play activities in the textbook

6

help learners state synonyms of a
given word .

7

Role play activities in the textbook
help learners to cite more examples .
Role play activities in the textbook

8

help learners to use the vocabulary in
a various sentences.

All items

Critical value of t at df "34" and significance level 0.05 equals 2.03

1.2. There are no fluency activities of ‘Discussions’ available in English for
Palestine 8 textbook as perceived by eighth grade teachers of English language at
significance level   0.05
To test the hypothesis the researcher used a one sample t test for the opinion of the
eighth grade teachers of English about fluency activity of discussions available in
English for Palestine 8 textbook and the results shown in Table (13), where the
highest item according to the weight mean is item No. (1), where the weight mean
equals "76.19%" and p-value equals "0.016”, which is less than 0.05.
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This means that fluency activities in the textbook help learners to give a large
number of words and their opposites not existed in the text). In addition, the lowest
item according to the weight mean is item No. (7), where the weight mean equals
"64.76%" and p-value equals "0.661", which is greater than 0.05. This means that
Fluency activities in the textbook do not help students to give additional written or
spoken details about a specific problem.
In general, the results of all items of the fluency activities of (Discussions)
show that the average mean equals 2.10 and the weight mean equals 69.88%, which
is greater than "66.6%" and the value of t test equals 1.872 which is less than the
critical value, which equals 2.03 and the p- value equals 0.070 which is greater than
0.05.
This means there are no fluency activities of discussions available in English for
Palestine 8 textbook as perceived by eighth grade teachers of English language at
significance level α = 0.05.

Table (13)
Discussions activity

No.

Items(Discussions activity)
activities in the
textbook help learners to give a
large number of words and their
opposites not existed in the text.
Discussions
activities in the
textbook help learners to think of
words that start with a message
similar to a message given by a
teacher.
Discussions
activities in the
textbook help learners to give a
large number of antonyms of a
specified word in the text.
Discussions
activities in the
textbook help learners to provide
several and convincing reasons for
the solution of a problem.
Discussions activities in the
textbook help learners to give a
group
of
expectations
and
probabilities to a case or an event
in the text.

Mean

standard
deviation

Weight
mean

t-value

Pvalue

Discussions

1

2

3

4

5

2.29

0.667

76.19

2.533

0.016

2.06

0.539

68.57

0.627

0.535

2.20

0.632

73.33

1.871

0.070

2.14

0.601

71.43

1.406

0.169

1.94

0.684

64.76

-0.495

0.624

..

No.

Items(Discussions activity)
activities in the
textbook promote learners to
abandon old methods of speaking
and adopt new ones.
Discussions activities in the
textbook help students to give
additional written or spoken details
about a specific problem
Discussions activities in the
textbook help students to use words
in several meaningful sentences.

Mean

standard
deviation

Weight
mean

t-value

Pvalue

Discussions

6

7

8

All items

2.00

0.840

66.67

0.000

1.000

1.94

0.765

64.76

-0.442

0.661

2.20

0.584

73.33

2.026

0.051

2.10

0.305

69.88

1.872

0.070

Critical value of t at df "34" and significance level 0.05 equals 2.03

1.3 There are no fluency activities of Conversation available in English for
Palestine 8 textbook as perceived by eighth grade teachers of English language at
significance level   0.05 .
To test the hypothesis, the researcher used one sample t-test for the opinion
of the eighth grade teachers of English about fluency activity of „conversation‟
available in English for Palestine 8 textbook and the results shown in Table No.
(14), where the highest item according to the weight mean is item No. (6), where
the weight mean equals "76.19%" and p-value equals "0.006" which is less than
0.05 This means that Each unit in the textbook contains activities that increase the
ability of students to speak fluently. Moreover, the lowest item according to the
weight mean is item No. (8), where the weight mean equals "63.81%" and p-value
equals "0.475", which is greater than 0.05. This means that fluency activities in the
textbook do not solve the problems that students face in speaking.
In general, the results for all items of the fluency activity of ‘Conversation’
show that the average mean equals 2.10 and the weight mean equals 69.88%, which
is greater than "66.6%" and the value of t test equals 1.406, which is less than the
critical value which equals 2.03 and the p- value equals 0.169, which is greater than
0.05. This means that there are no fluency activities of „conversation‟ available in
English for Palestine 8 textbook as perceived by eighth grade teachers of English
language at significance level α = 0.05.

..

Table (14)
Conversation activity

No.

1

Items(Conversation activity)

Mean

standard
deviation

Weight
mean

t-value

Pvalue

The textbook contains
activities that develop fluency
among students.

2.14

0.733

71.43

1.152

0.257

activities in the
textbook increases the students'
ability to speak fluently.

2.23

0.731

74.29

1.850

0.073

2.06

0.765

68.57

0.442

0.661

2.14

0.648

71.43

1.304

0.201

1.94

0.591

64.76

-0.572

0.571

2.29

0.572

76.19

2.953

0.006

2.06

0.684

68.57

0.495

0.624

1.91

0.702

63.81

-0.723

0.475

2.10

0.406

69.88

1.406

0.169

Conversation

2

activities in the
textbook promote speaking
English and using it
continuously.
Conversation activities in the
textbook correspond with the
pupils' levels.
Conversation activities in the
textbook includes the
educational activities that
promote student's fluency.
Each unit in the textbook
contains activities that increase
the ability of students to speak
fluently .
The textbook uses methods,
activities and skills that
develop student's fluency.
Conversation activities in the
textbook solves problems that
students face in speaking.
Conversation

3

4

5

6

7

8

All items

Critical value of t at df "34" and significance level 0.05 equals 2.03

1.4 There are no fluency activities of ‘brainstorming’ available in English for
Palestine 8 textbook as perceived by eighth grade teachers of English language
at significance level   0.05 .
To test this hypothesis, the researcher used one sample t-test for the opinion of the
eighth grade teachers of English about fluency activity of „brainstorming‟ available
in English for Palestine 8 textbook and the results are shown in Table No. (15),
where the highest item according to the weight mean is item No. (3), where the
weight mean equals "80.00%" and p-value equals "0.002", which is less than 0.05.
This means that the textbook needs more activities that develop students' fluency.
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The lowest item according to the weight mean is item No. (1), where the weight
mean equals "60.00%"and p-value equals "0.109", which is greater than 0.05, that
means the textbook causes a lot of stress, fatigue, and boredom for students.
In general, the results of all items of the fluency activities of „brainstorming‟
show that the average mean equals 2.05 and the weight mean equals 68.45%, which
is greater than "66.6%" and the value of t test equals 1.029, which is less than the
critical value that equals 2.03 and the p- value that equals 0.311 which is greater
than 0.05. That means there are no fluency activities of role play available in
English for Palestine 8 textbook as perceived by eighth grade teachers of English
language at significance level α = 0.05.
Table (15)
Brainstorming activity

No.
1

2

3
4
5
6
7

8

Items(Brainstorming activity)
The textbook causes a lot of
stress , fatigue and boredoms for
students .
The textbook does not contain
activities that develop students'
fluency .
The
textbook
needs
more
activities that develop students'
fluency .
The textbook do not fit with the
quality standards .
The textbook is effective in
developing learners' fluency.
The textbook develops high levels
of competence and fluency.
The textbook involves and
encourages students to interact
and communicate fluently .
The
textbook
encourages
competition among learners to
speak fluently .

All items

Mean

standard
deviation

Weight
mean

t-value

Pvalue

1.80

0.719

60.00

-1.645

0.109

1.89

0.631

62.86

-1.071

0.292

2.40

0.695

80.00

3.407

0.002

2.14

0.733

71.43

1.152

0.257

2.14

0.494

71.43

1.712

0.096

1.94

0.725

64.76

-0.466

0.644

2.09

0.702

69.52

0.723

0.475

2.03

0.618

67.62

0.274

0.786

2.05

0.308

68.45

1.029

0.311

Critical value of t at df "34" and significance level 0.05 equals 2.03
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1.5 There are no fluency activities of ‘picture describing’ available in English
for Palestine 8 textbook as perceived by eighth grade teachers of English
language at significance level   0.05 .
To test the hypothesis, the researcher used one sample t-test for the opinion
of the eighth grade teachers of English about fluency activity of „picture describing‟
available in English for Palestine 8 textbook and the results are shown in Table No.
(16), where the highest item according to the weight mean is item No. (4), where
the weight mean equals "78.10%" and p-value equals "0.005", which is less than
0.05. This means that the textbook leads learners to use their experience to search
for particular information. In addition, the lowest item according to the weight mean
is item No. (3), where the weight mean equals "66.67%" and p-value equals
"1.00", which is less than 0.05, that means that the textbook does not lead learners
to give up old interpretations of familiar objects and use them in new ways.
Thus, the results of all items of the fluency activities of „picture describing‟
show that the average mean equals 2.16 and the weight mean equals 72.00%, which
is greater than "66.6%" and the value of t test equals 2.388, which is greater than
the critical value which equals 2.03 and the p- value equals 0.023, which is less than
0.05. That means there are fluency activities of „picture describing‟ available in
English for Palestine 8 textbook as perceived by eighth grade teachers of English
language at significance level α = 0.05.
Table (16)
Picture describing activity

No.
1
2
3
4
5

Mean

Items(Picture describing activity)

The textbook develops learners' confidence
through activities which develop the learning
environment.
The textbook involve learners in planning and
implementing role play.
The textbook lead learners to give up old
interpretations of familiar objects and use them
in new ways.
The textbook lead learners to use their
experience to search for particular information.
The textbook help students to reorder the ideas
of the text in a different way.

All items

standard Weight
Pt-value
deviation mean
value

2.20

0.833

73.33

1.420 0.165

2.06

0.725

68.57

0.466 0.644

2.00

0.642

66.67

0.000 1.000

2.34

0.684

78.10

2.967 0.005

2.20

0.677

73.33

1.747 0.090

2.16

0.396

72.00

2.388 0.023

Critical value of t at df "34" and significance level 0.05 equals 2.03
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Testing the main hypothesis (hypothesis NO.2)
H2: There are no fluency activities available in English for Palestine 8 textbook
as perceived by eighth grade teachers of English language at significance level

  0.05 .
To test the hypothesis, the researcher used one sample t test for the opinion
of the eighth grade teachers of English about fluency activity of role play available
in English for Palestine 8 textbook and the results are shown in Table (17), which
shows fluency activities according to the weight mean as follows:


(Picture describing) with weight mean of 72.00% occupied the first rank.



(Role play) with weight mean of 70.48% occupied the second rank.



(Discussions) with weight mean of 69.88% occupied the third rank.



(Conversation) with weight mean of 69.88% occupied the fourth rank.



(Brainstorming) with weight mean of 68.45% occupied the fifth rank.
In general, the results for all fluency activities in speaking show that the
average mean equals 2.100 and the weight mean equals 69.99%, which is greater
than "66.6%" and the value of t test equals 2.348, which is greater than the critical
value that equals 2.03 and the p- value equals 0.002, which is less than 0.05. That
means there are moderate fluency activities available in English for Palestine 8
textbook as perceived by eighth grade teachers of English language at significance
level   0.05
Table (17)
Fluency activities in speaking

2.114

standard
deviation
0.359

Weight
mean
70.48

Discussions

2.096

0.305

3

Conversation

2.096

4

Brainstorming
Picture describing

No.

Fluency activity

Mean

1

Role play

2

5

All items

t-value

P-value

1.882

0.068

69.88

1.872

0.070

0.406

69.88

1.406

0.169

2.054

0.308

68.45

1.029

0.311

2.160

0.396

72.00

2.388

0.023

2.100

0.251

69.99

2.348

0.025

Critical value of t at df "34" and significance level 0.05 equals 2.03
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To what degree do the fluency activities in English for Palestine 8 textbook
enhance speaking skills from the researcher's estimate of the presence of fluency
activities?
To answer this question, the researcher used frequencies and percentages and
the results are shown in Table (18), where the fluency activities according to the
weight mean as follows:


(Discussions) with 29.5% occupied the first rank.



(Role play) with 29.0% occupied the second rank.



(Brainstorming) with 18.9% occupied the third rank.



(Conversation) with 16.1% occupied the fourth rank.



(Picture describing) with 6.6% occupied the fifth rank.

Table (18)
Fluency activities in speaking according to researcher's estimation
No.

1
2
3
4
5

Frequency

percentages

Role play

175

29.0

2

Discussions

178

29.5

1

Conversation

97

16.1

4

Brainstorming

114

18.9

3

Picture describing

40

6.6

5

604

100.0

Fluency activity

All activities

Rank

Question no. 3:
Are there statistically significant differences at (a=0, 05) between content
analysis findings and the Eighth grade English language teachers' estimate of the
presence of fluency activities?
To answer this question the researcher put the following hypothesis:
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Hypothesis 3:
There are no statistically significant differences at (a =0.05) between the
researcher's estimate of the presence of fluency activities and that of English
language teachers.
To test if there is a difference in the Fluency activities in speaking at
significance level   0.05 , the researcher used chi square test and the results in
table (20), which shows that the value of chi square = 110.520 < Critical chi square
= 9.49, and the p-value = 0.000 < 0.05, so the researcher rejected the hypothesis and
concluded that there is a difference in the fluency activities in speaking at
significance level   0.05 .
Table (20)
Chi square test

Activity

Observed N

Expected N

Residual

Role play

175

120.8

54.2

Discussions

178

120.8

57.2

Conversation

97

120.8

-23.8

Brainstorming

114

120.8

-6.8

Picture describing

40

120.8

-80.8

Total

604
p-value

0.000

Chi-Square statistic


110.520

Comparison between the researcher's estimate of the presence of fluency
activities and that of English language teachers.

Table (21) shows the comparison between the researcher's estimate of the
presence of fluency activities and that of English language teachers as follows:


(Role play) with second rank for researcher's estimate and second rank for English
language teachers.



(Discussions) with first rank for researcher's estimate and third rank for English
language teachers.



(Conversation) with fourth rank for researcher's estimate and third rank for
English language teachers.
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(Brainstorming) with third rank for researcher's estimate and fifth rank for English
language teachers.



(Picture describing) with fifth rank for researcher's estimate and first rank for
English language teachers.
Table (21)
Comparison between the researcher's estimate of the presence of fluency activities and
that of English language teachers

Researcher's estimate
No.

1
2
3
4
5

English language teachers

Fluency activity
percentages

Rank

Weight mean

Rank

Role play

29.0

2

70.48

2

Discussions

29.5

1

69.88

3

Conversation

16.1

4

69.88

3

Brainstorming

18.9

3

68.45

5

Picture describing

6.6

5

72.00

1

5.5. Discussion of the Results
The researcher will first discuss the key findings related to the objectives of the
total thesis. The main objective of this thesis was to evaluate the fluency activities in
the exercises of English for Palestine 8 textbook and provide empirical research
evidence. In this search, fluency is defined as a high level speaking of language
proficiency, and in case of a second language, it is the ability to speak rapidly
continuously without stutter.
The researcher adopted the analytical descriptive method. Consequently, he
designed his own tools after revising the related literature; namely content analysis card
and a questionnaire.
Teaching fluency activities play an important role in the teaching-learning
process. Fluency activities in the textbook lead to the discovery of new insights, new
approaches, modern perspectives, and the entire new ways to speak fluently.

13.

According to his the researcher‟s experience, the existence of weakness that 8th
grade teachers complain about has much to do with the applied curriculum, especially
the lack of exercises that evoke students' fluency in speaking.
Therefore, the researcher found it very important to proceed with this evaluative study
to determine to what degree the exercises of English for Palestine 8 textbook include
the fluency activities. The main question of this study was: „What are the fluency
activities that are incorporated in the exercises of English for Palestine 8
textbook?’
Furthermore, the researcher hoped that this study would open new fields for
English language teachers to get advantage from the evaluation process, and that it
would help in training students to focus on fluency activities too. On other hand,
this study would furnish the ground for new projects for the development and
amendment of English for Palestine 8 textbook. In this study, the researcher used
the descriptive analytical method throughout this study to achieve the results. This
study also utilized content analysis card and a questionnaire to collect the needed
data.
The researcher checked the reliability of the content analysis card by using
Criterion Related Validity (Internal consistency, Half Split Method and Cronbach‟s
Coefficient Alpha), in addition to consulting many experts in the field of education
to modify the items of the questionnaire and benefit from their experiences. The
population of the study consisted of a sample of the 8th grade teachers of English
language, males and females, in Governmental schools in north Gaza, which have a
total number of 37 teachers (according to the Ministry of Education in north Gaza).
The questionnaire was applied to all the thirty teachers who have taught 8th grade
textbook in the current and previous years.
In his discussion of the results of the first question, the researcher will begin with
those of the first research question: To what degree do the fluency activities in
English for Palestine 8 textbook enhance speaking skills?
The results of the content analysis card showed that activities were ranked
according to importance in the following sequence: (Discussions) with 29.5% and
first rank, (Role play) with 29.0% and second rank, (Brainstorming) with 18.9%
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and third rank, (Conversation) with 16.1% and fourth rank, (Picture describing)
with 6.6% and fifth rank.

As for the second question: ‘To what degree do the fluency activities in
English for Palestine 8 textbook enhance speaking skills from the teachers'
point of view?’ it needless to say here that the researcher prepared a 37-item
questionnaire distributed into five domains: Role play, Discussions, Conversation,
Brainstorming, and Picture describing. The questionnaire findings showed that in
„Role play‟ the results for all items of the fluency activities show that the average
mean equals 2.11 and the weight mean equals 70.48% which is greater than
"66.6%" and the value of t test equals 1.882 which is less than the critical value
which equals 2.03 and the p- value equals 0.068 which is greater than 0.05. This
means that there is no fluency activities of role play available in English for
Palestine 8 textbook as perceived by eighth grade teachers of English language at
significance level α = 0.05.
As for the „Discussions‟ activities, the results for all items of the fluency activities
of show that the average mean equals 2.10 and the weight mean equals 69.88%,
which is greater than "66.6%" and the value of t test equals 1.872 which is less than
the critical value which equals 2.03 and the p- value equals 0.070 which is greater
than 0.05. This means that there are no fluency activities of „Discussions‟ available
in English for Palestine 8 textbook as perceived by eighth grade teachers of English
language at significance level α = 0.05. This result rings a bell that Palestinian
curriculum designers should take this result into consideration and add discussion
topics and elements into the exercise activities of the English for Palestine 8
Textbook. Discussion topics must be derived from the students‟ social environment
to enable them to participate. In this case they would not care about the ideas and
instead focus on the fluency of their talk.
As for Conversation, the results for all items of the fluency activities of
„Conversation‟ show that the average mean equals 2.10 and the weight mean equals
69.88% which is greater than "66.6%" and the value of t test equals 1.406, which is
less than the critical value which equals 2.03 and the p- value equals 0.169 which is
greater than 0.05. That means there are no fluency activities of conversation
available in English for Palestine 8 textbook as perceived by eighth grade teachers
13.

of English language at significance level α = 0.05. This result is also used as a
warning to the curriculum designers that conversation elements are important to
increase the students‟ verbal fluency in English.
Elements of a good conversation should be stated clearly in the English for
Palestine 8 Textbook, and it should be consolidated by enriching the exercise
section by good topics for lively conversations.
As for (Brainstorming), the results for all items of the fluency activities of
„Brainstorming‟ show that the average mean equals 2.05and the weight mean equals
68.45% which is greater than "66.6%" and the value of t test equals 1.029, which is
less than the critical value which equals 2.03 and the p- value equals 0.311,which is
greater than 0.05. This means that there are no fluency activities of „Brainstorming‟
available in English for Palestine 8 textbook as perceived by eighth grade teachers of
English language at significance level α = 0.05. This important result is the key to
training the students on how to think together and get in to the habit of listening and
learning from one another.

Brainstorming activities will assist the students to

verbally build on the ideas of other and thus increase their verbal fluency. Since
brainstorming is a group creativity technique, it is made to find a conclusion for a
specific problem by gathering a list of ideas spontaneously contributed by its
members. This group work will have its positive impact on the students‟ fluency
once it is incorporated into the EFL textbooks and after well designed training
programs are offered to the teachers. In fine, one can safely say that the absence of
such an important activity will negatively impact the students‟ verbal fluency.
In (Picture describing), the results for all items of the fluency activity of
(Picture describing) show that the average mean equals 2.16 and the weight mean
equals 72.00%, which is greater than "66.6%" and the value of t test equals 2.388,
which is greater than the critical value which equals 2.03 and the p- value equals
0.023 which is less than 0.05. This means that there are fluency activities of
„Picture describing‟ available in English for Palestine 8 textbook as perceived by
eighth grade teachers of English language at significance level α = 0.05.

The

researcher noticed certain differences between the content analysis card results and
the results of the questionnaire as answered by the teachers of English language of
grade 8.

13.

These differences could be due to the fact that some teachers do not understand
some of the points of the questionnaire or because of the random answers of the
questionnaire, or maybe the teachers need workshops or courses that may help them
in developing the fluency activities through enrichment materials or extra activities.
As for the third question: ‘Are there statistically significant differences at
(a=0, 05) between content analysis findings and the Eighth grade English
language teachers' estimate of the presence of fluency activities?’ The results of
the study showed statistical differences in favor of the teachers of the English
language. These differences might have appeared because the teachers received
courses or participated in workshops that helped them to increase the fluency
activities; whereas some teachers failed to understand the points of the
questionnaire and that could mean that the teachers answered the questionnaire
depending on their mind and without mentioning each point of the fluency
activities.
In fine, it is fair to claim that this study sheds light on the fluency activities that
should be included in the exercises of English for Palestine 8 textbook. According
to the content analysis card, the (Discussions) with 29.5% occupied the first rank,
(Role play) with 29.0% occupied the second rank, (Brainstorming) with 18.9%
occupied the third rank, (Conversation) with 16.1% occupied the fourth rank, and
(Picture describing) with 6.6% occupied the fifth rank. These results suggest that the
fluency activities should be developed and enriched with exercises that help
students to develop their speaking fluently.
This study is compatible with Al-Qadi's study (2007), which showed that
there were difficulties in oral communication skills. The study also recommended
that teachers should focus on the spoken language in the teaching activities and let
students communicate with one another. The study recommends that shy students
must be encouraged to participate orally by using different activities that depend on
project team work, and to use new methods of teaching English language orally
such as project team including many techniques and activities to enhance the
participation with one another.
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5.5. Conclusion
Fluency activities are an approach that is worth pursuing in teaching speaking
in the Palestinian textbooks in the classes. Fluency activities help to change class
environment from a dry boring one to a warm environment full of students
concentration, participation and production. The researcher of this study tried to
explain that fluency activities have unlimited benefits, and to explore to either
educational specialists or teachers to take care and try to use these activities.
Based on the findings delivered from the results of this study, the following
conclusions were reached.
1. The researcher is highly convinced that the role of teacher is not easy. His role is to
break down the psychological barriers between students and practice speaking.
2. Experience of difficulty in teaching fluency activities can be referred to as the lack
of knowledge on the part of teachers about their roles, lack of practical knowledge,
or to the unwillingness of the teacher to perform these roles .
3. Fluency activities have advancement over the traditional method in learning English
speaking.
4. Fluency activities supply students with a best learning environment which reflects
on their learning to English speaking.
5. Fluency activities motivate students towards an independent practice of English
language instead of direct instruction.
6. Fluency activities develop the cooperative learning within the same group and
competition with other groups.
7. Through fluency activities learners play several roles as, thinkers, problem solvers,
and researchers. These roles help them to achieve and use English language in
several situations more easily.
8. Fluency activities are very effective in motivating students to speak more deeply.
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5.6. Recommendations and Suggestions


Recommendations:
In

light

of

the

results,

the

researcher

presents

the

following

recommendations to be taken into consideration:
Based on the results of this study and in the light of the problems teachers
face in teaching speaking and fluency, the researcher offers some recommendations
to the teachers of English, the curriculum –designers, and the Ministry of
Education.

o Recommendations for Teachers of English:
Teachers of English are advised to admit the importance of fluency activities in
teaching speaking more, because they help to improve the students' level and their
ability to speak fluently .
1. Teachers are advised to promote students to speak clearly and fluently in group or
pair work.
2. Teachers are recommended to use fluency activities, because such activities help to
solve the problems of the students in classes and individual differences among
students.
3. If teachers used the fluency activities in teaching speaking, it may help the students
to improve their fluency in speaking.
4. Teachers should be joined in programs and training courses to progress their
abilities and competencies to enable students using the fluency activities.
5. Teachers should be promoted to discover the talented students to develop their
abilities and levels of speaking.
6. Teachers should be focus on different activities that lead to the development of
fluency.
7. Teachers should be promoted to enrich explanation of lessons with different
activities that develop their speaking to speak fluently.
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8. Teachers should be mindful of up-to-date teaching methods, techniques or
approaches and choose what suits their students.
9. Teachers should strengthen the relationship with the students to create active
atmosphere in the class and simplify the learning and teaching process.
10. Organize special programs and activities for the low-achievers students' in
speaking.
11. Offer more awareness to the various speaking activities and skills and how to create
real – life situations in order to facilitate the teaching process.
12. Motivate students‟ learning using inside and outward incentives.
o Recommendations for curriculum designers:
There are some recommendations for supervisors and curriculum – designers
1. It is useful if the curriculum designers should consider continuity, sequence and
combination in building learning textbooks.
2. It is more useful if the curriculum designers should cooperate with teachers in
preparing the curriculum, because teachers are assumed to be more mindful of
students' necessary needs.
3. It is better if the curriculum designers contract more training courses, and workshop
to support teachers to facilitation the curriculum and to use this approach in
teaching fluency.
4. Curriculum designers should prepare effective materials with focus on fluency
activities in the textbook.
5. Curriculum designers should supply the English language textbooks with effective
texts to help the students speak fluently.
6. In English for Palestine 8, it is recommended to include nicknames and websites to
give students chance to follow for extra information and enrich their knowledge.
7. Adding subjects that can prompt students' fluency and encourage them to generate
their fluency.
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8. Teachers should be consulted when choosing the textbook subjects, and they should
share in making any changes or improvements of the textbooks.
9. Put in consideration the searching for information and data in the curriculum and a
focus on fluency activities.
o Recommendations for Supervisors of English:
1- Supervisors are recommended to provide teachers with more detailed lesson plans
and train them to use modern methods in teaching speaking.
2- Supervisors should focus their experience for the teachers through training courses
to acquaint them with the fluency activities to teaching speaking.
3- Supervisors are recommended to focus on training meets, workshops and effective
courses to train teachers to teach fluency activities effectively.
4- Supervisors are recommended to support the relationship between the Ministry of
Education and the local and international academic foundations such as, the
AMIDEAST, and the British Council to take advantage of them.
5- Workshops should be held in order to discuss strengths and weaknesses of fluency
activities in speaking to support strong points and avoid weaknesses.
6- To emphasize the fact that fluency activities should not be considered as marginal
activities but, activities that should be used in different periods of the lesson .
7- To conduct workshops that aim at familiarizing teachers with different of fluency
activities.
o Recommendations for Ministry of Education
There are some recommendations for the Ministry of Education:
1. It is important that the Ministry of Education should share teachers in choosing the
curriculum contents and let them participate in assorting the problems they face in
teaching speaking and fluency activities to find suitable solutions for these
problems.
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2. The Ministry of Education should supply teachers with new teaching tools to
conform with modern technology and techniques in teaching speaking and the
fluency activities.
3. The Ministry of Education should reduce number of study hours, the administrative
works and number of students in classes for teachers to give them probability to
communicate with students easily and usefully.
4. The Ministry of Education more effective if the learning materials cover real life
situations and enjoyable fluency activities.
5. A committee that includes teachers, supervisors and parents should be formed to
discuss students' problems in speaking and fluency activities in English for
Palestine 8 textbook.
6. The Ministry of Education should enhance the Palestinian curriculum with various
fluency activities that help in solving various problems in English grammar.
7. The Ministry of Education should supply schools with different materials for using
fluency activities to teach speaking.
8. The Ministry of Education should support schools with all effective facilities such
as computers, LCD, televisions, videos and the internet. These facilities help
teachers to activate and use fluency activities.
9. The Ministry of Education should increase English language periods to give the
teachers appropriate chance to focus on learning quality.
 Suggestions:
Our educational system still needs a lot of researches that treat all the inputs of the
educational process. These inputs are summarized in; the techniques, the teacher,
the students, the curriculum, the administration and the community. The researcher
suggests the following topics for further studies:
1. Doing other studies similar to this study on other Palestinian textbooks of English
language for Palestine of higher graders to discover the extent of fluency activities.
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2. A study should be conducted on the effect of using fluency activities in teaching
speaking.
3. A study should be conducted on using fluency activities to estimate language
production of English language students.
4.

Doing other studies similar to this study to evaluate the fluency activities 8 textbook
from students' point of view.

5. Doing other studies similar to this study to evaluate the fluency activities in other
skills like listening, reading, and writing.
6. Performing studies about teachers' and supervisors' attitudes towards fluency
activities in English language textbooks.
7. The effect of using fluency activities in developing students′ speaking.
8. Studying the impact of new media on developing fluency activities in different
periods.
9. Conducting studies about suggested activities to develop fluency activities in higher
periods.
10. Doing other studies similar to this study using the fluency activities in teaching
other skills.
11. Studying the relationship between fluency activities and other skills.
12. Suggested activities for developing speaking and fluency for students in
governmental schools.
13. A study should be conducted on the effectiveness of the internet on developing
teachers' capacity in teaching fluency in English for Palestine textbooks of other
grades.

11.

Summary
This chapter presented the results of the study that were reached using the statistical
analysis and data processing. According to the statistical results, the fluency
activities should be developed and enriched the exercises in the textbook that help
students to develop their speaking, and their fluency. This chapter also presented
suggestions and recommendations for further studies. Such suggestions were
expected to be beneficial for curriculum designers, teachers of English majors,
supervisors and educators. They could help improve teaching English language in
general speaking skills, in particular fluency.
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Appendices
Appendix (1):
The Content Analysis Card before Judgment
Dear / __________________________________________
The researcher Ahmed Ismail Shaban is carrying out a M. ED dissertation entitled
Fluency Activities in English for Palestine 8 Textbook
from Teachers’ View Points

You are kindly invited to examine and referee this content analysis card which is
designed to survey and collect data on the fluency activity content of English for
Palestine 8 Textbook. This study seeks to identify the fluency activity elements that
are included in English for Palestine 8 textbook. A survey for all the lessons and
activities of each unit in the textbook will be conducted by marking the number of
frequencies that each lesson and activity can match the criteria proposed. I would be
so grateful if you provided me with your comments related to the effectiveness of
the criteria used in this analysis card. Any modifications, additions, or omissions
will be taken into consideration.
Thank you in advance,

The researcher
Ahmed Ismail Shaban
Comments:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
____
Referee‟s name, ______________________________
Signature ______________________________
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Appendix (2):
Content Analysis Card

Unit: …………………………. Period: …………………………. Questions:
……………………….
lesson

Page

Question

no.

no.

Fluency activities in speaking
Role

Discussions

play
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Conversation

Brainstorming

Picture describing

Appendix (3) :

Al-Azhar University - Gaza
Deanship of Postgraduate studies
Faculty of Education
Curricula & Teaching Methods Department

Consultation Form of A questionnaire
Dear Dr, ..………………………..
The researcher Ahmed Ismail Shaban is carrying out M .ED thesis entitled:
Fluency Activities in English for Palestine 8 Textbook from Teachers' View Points
"An Evaluation Study"

The purpose of the questionnaire is to check the degree of availability of fluency
activities in the exercises of English for Palestine 8 Textbook.
I would be very grateful if you could provide me with comments on:
1- The suitability of the statements to the purpose of the questionnaire.
2- The comprehensiveness and clarity of the statements.
Any modifications, additions, or omissions will be taken into consideration.
Comments:
………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………
Referee‟s name:
……………………………
Thanks in advance
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Appendix (4):
The questionnaire before Judgment

Al- Azhar University- Gaza
Deanery of Postgraduate Studies
Faculty of Education
Department of Curricula & Teaching Methods

Questionnaire for Teachers
Dear Teachers,
The researcher aims to evaluate the fluency activities in English for Palestine 8
textbook.
The objectives of the study:
1- Prepare a list of fluency activities that should be included in English for Palestine 8
textbook.
2- Identify the degree of inclusion of the fluency activities in English for Palestine 8
textbook.
3- Identify the degree of inclusion of the fluency activities in English for Palestine 8
textbook from the teachers‟ point of view.

Researcher: Ahmed Ismail Shaban

This questionnaire will be used for the purpose of the research only.
Please put encircle the appropriate choice.

Thanks for your cooperation
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Explanation for clarification
Activities Enhancing the Students' Fluency: To encourage learners in EFL
classes, teacher should involve assortment of activities and strategies that help
learners to develop their abilities in speaking fluency.
1. Role play: Providing a role play in the classroom is very important in developing
students‟ speaking fluency. We use term "role play" to refer to the set of activities
in which students take an imaginative leap out of the confines of the classroom,
providing a useful spring broad for real life language use.

2. Problem Solving Activity: A problem solving is a classroom activity in which the
learners are assumed to find solutions for a given problem.
3. Discussions : Discussions are the most usually activities develop the learners‟
speaking fluency, communicative abilities and to practice the language in several
places. They aim to attract the learners‟ interest, opinions, and experiences.
4. Conversation: The development of conversation skills prepares the way to develop
the language itself.
5. Information Gap Activity: Information gap activity is another beneficial activity
in oral EFL classes to develop fluency. This activity is effective for students; the
value of this kind of task is to motivate engendered by bridging the information gap
to solve a problem and it assists language acquisition.
6. Story Telling Based Activities: Story telling is another activity that is a universal
function of language and one of the major components to develop fluency.
7. Brainstorming: On a specific subject, learners can output ideas in a fixed time.
Depending on the context, either individual or group brainstorming is dynamic and
students produce ideas readily and honestly.
8. Picture describing: Other way to benefit of pictures in fluency activities is to give
learners just one picture and leave them describe what it is in the picture. In these
activity learners can form groups and each group is given a various picture.
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1. Fluency activities in the textbook enable learners to submit more than one title to the
text.
High

medium

low

2. Fluency activities in the textbook help learners to speak a large number of subconcepts of the major idea.
High

medium

low

3. Fluency activities in the textbook prompt learners to find out various solutions to the
problems included in the text.
High

medium

low

4. Fluency activities in the textbook direct learners to form new relevant words.
High

medium

low

5. Fluency activities in the textbook contain some benefits and shades of meaning to the
words mentioned in the text.
High

medium

low

6. Fluency activities in the textbook help learners state synonyms of a given word .
High

medium

low

7. Fluency activities in the textbook help learners to cite more examples.
High

medium

low

8. Fluency activities in the textbook help learners to use the vocabulary in a various
sentences.
High

medium

low

9. Fluency activities in the textbook help learners to give a large number of words and
their opposites not existed in the text.
High

medium

low

10. Fluency activities in the textbook help learners to think of words that start with a
message similar to a message given by a teacher.
High

medium

100

low

11. Fluency activities in the textbook help learners to give a large number of antonyms
of a specified word in the text.
High

medium

low

12. Fluency activities in the textbook help learners to provide several and convincing
reasons for the solution of a problem.
High

medium

low

13. Fluency activities in the textbook help learners to give a group of expectations and
probabilities to a case or an event in the text.
High

medium

low

14. Fluency activities in the textbook promote learners to abandon old methods of
speaking and adopt new ones.
High

medium

low

15. Fluency activities in the textbook help students to give additional written or spoken
details about a specific problem.
High

medium

low

16. Fluency activities in the textbook help students to use words in several meaningful
sentences.
High

medium

low

To what extent fluency activities are available in the textbook:
17. The textbook contains activities that develop fluency among students.
High

medium

low

18. Fluency activities in the textbook increase the students' ability to speak fluently.
High

medium

low

19. Fluency activities in the textbook promote speaking English and using it
continuously.
High

medium
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low

20. Fluency activities in the textbook correspond with the pupils' levels.
High

medium

low

21. Fluency activities in the textbook include the educational activities that promote
student's fluency.
High

medium

low

22. Each unit in the textbook contains activities that increase the ability of students to
speak fluently.
High

medium

low

23. The textbook uses methods, activities and skills that develop student's fluency.
High

medium

low

24. Fluency activities in the textbook solve of problems that students face in speaking.
High

medium

low

25. The textbook causes a lot of stress, fatigue and boredoms for students.
High

medium

low

26. The textbook does not contain activities that develop students' fluency.
High

medium

low

27. The textbook needs more activities that develop students' fluency.
High

medium

low

28. The textbook does not fit with the quality standards.
High

medium

low

29. The textbook is effective in developing learners' fluency.
High

medium

low

30. The textbook develops high levels of competence and fluency.
High

medium

low

31. The textbook involves and encourages students to interact and communicate fluently
High

medium

low

32. The textbook encourages competition among learners to speak fluently.
10.

High

medium

low

33. The textbook develops learners' confidence through activities which develop the
learning environment.
High

medium

low

34. The textbook involves learners in planning and implementing role play.
High

medium

low

35. The textbook leads learners to give up old interpretations of familiar objects and use
them in new ways.
High

medium

low

36. The textbook leads learners to use their experience to search for particular
information.
High

medium

low

37. The textbook helps students to reorder the ideas of the text in a different way.
High

medium
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Appendix (5):
The Final Frame of the Questionnaire
Al- Azhar University - Gaza
Deanery of Postgraduate Studies
Faculty of Education
Department of Curricula &Teaching Methods

Questionnaire for Teachers
Dear Teachers,
The researcher aims to evaluate the fluency activities in English for Palestine 8
textbook.
The objectives of the study:
1. Prepare a list of fluency activities that should be included in English for Palestine 8
textbook.
2. Identify the degree of inclusion of the fluency activities in English for Palestine 8
textbook.
3. Identify the degree of inclusion of the fluency activities in English for Palestine 8
textbook from the teachers' point of view.

Researcher: Ahmed Ismail Shaban

This questionnaire will be used for the purpose of the research only.
Please put (√) in the appropriate space accurately and objectively.
Thanks for your cooperation.

10.

Explanation for clarification
Activities Enhancing the Students' Fluency: To encourage learners in EFL classes ,
teacher should involve assortment of activities and strategies that help learners to
develop their abilities in speaking fluency .
1. Role play: Providing a role play in the classroom is very important in developing
students‟ speaking fluency. We use term "role play" to refer to the set of activities
in which students take an imaginative leap out of the confines of the classroom,
providing a useful spring broad for real life language use.
2. Problem Solving Activity: A problem solving is a classroom activity in which the
learners are assumed to find solutions for a given problem .
3. Discussions : Discussions are the most usually activities develop the learners‟
speaking fluency ,communicative abilities and to practice the language in several
places. They aim to attract the learners‟ interest , opinions, and experiences .
4. Conversation : The development of conversation skills prepares the way to develop
the language itself .
5. Information Gap Activity : Information gap activity is another beneficial activity in
oral EFL classes to develop fluency .This activity is effective for students ; the
value of this kind of task is to motivate engendered by bridging the information
gap to solve a problem and it assists language acquisition .
6. Story Telling Based Activities : Story telling is another activity that is a universal
function of language and one of the major components to develop fluency .
7. Brainstorming : On a specific subject , learners can output ideas in a fixed time .
Depending on the context , either individual or group brainstorming is dynamic and
students produce ideas readily and honestly .
8. Picture describing : Other way to benefit of pictures in fluency activities is to give
learners just one picture and leave them describe what it is in the picture . in this
activity learners can form groups and each group is given a various picture.

10.

No.
1

item

high

Fluency activities in the textbook enable learners to
submit more than one title to the text.

2
Fluency activities in the textbook help learners to speak
a large number of sub- concepts of the major idea .
3

Fluency activities in the textbook prompt learners to find
out various solutions to the problems included in the text .

4

Fluency activities in the textbook direct learners to form
new relevant words .

5

Fluency activities in the textbook contain some benefits
and shades of meaning to the words mentioned in the text .

6
7
8
9

10

Fluency activities in the textbook help learners state
synonyms of a given word .
Fluency activities in the textbook help learners to cite
more examples .
Fluency activities in the textbook help learners to use the
vocabulary in various sentences .
Fluency activities in the textbook help learners to give a
large number of words and their opposites not existed in
the text .
Fluency activities in the textbook help learners to think
of words that start with a message similar to a message
given by a teacher .

11

Fluency activities in the textbook help learners to give a
large number of antonyms of a specified word in the text .

12

Fluency activities in the textbook help learners to provide
several and convincing reasons for the solution of a
problem .

13

Fluency activities in the textbook help learners to give a
group of expectations and probabilities to a case or an
event in the text .

14

Fluency activities in the textbook promote learners to
abandon old methods of speaking and adopt new ones .

15

Fluency activities in the textbook help students to give
additional written or spoken details about a specific
103

medium

low

problem .
16

Fluency activities in the textbook help students to use
words in several meaningful sentences.
To what extent of fluency activities in the textbook

17

The textbook contains activities that develop fluency
among students.

18

Fluency activities in the textbook increase the students'
ability to speak fluently.

19

Fluency activities in the textbook promote speaking
English and using it continuously.

20

Fluency activities in the textbook correspond with the
pupils' levels.

21

Fluency activities in the textbook include the educational
activities that promote student's fluency.

22

Each unit in the textbook contains activities that increase
the ability of students to speak fluently.

23

The textbook uses methods, activities and skills that
develop student's fluency.

24

Fluency activities in the textbook solve problems that
students face in speaking.

25

The textbook causes a lot of stress, fatigue and boredoms
for students.

26

The textbook does not contain activities that develop
students' fluency.

27

The textbook needs more activities that develop students'
fluency.

28

The textbook does not fit with the quality standards.

29

The textbook is effective in developing learners' fluency.

30

The textbook develops high levels of competence and
fluency.

31

The textbook involves and encourages students to interact
and communicate fluently

32

The textbook encourages competition among learners to
speak fluently.
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33

The textbook develops learners' confidence through
activities which develop the learning environment.

34

The textbook involves learners in planning and
implementing role play.

35

The textbook leads learners to give up old interpretations
of familiar objects and use them in new ways.

36

The textbook leads learners to use their experience to
search for particular information.

37

The textbook helps students to reorder the ideas of the text
in a different way.
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Appendix (6):
Referee Committee of the study tools
No

Name

Qualification

1.

Pro. Dr. Hassan Abu Jarad

Ph. D in
Linguistics

Al - Azhar University - Gaza

2.

Pro. Dr. Atta Darwish

Ph. D in
Methodology

Al - Azhar University - Gaza

3.

Dr. Basil Saleem Skaik

Ph.D. in Tesol

Al - Azhar University - Gaza

Associate Professor
Comparative
Literature and
Modern Theory

Al - Azhar University - Gaza

4.

Dr. Abdullah H. Kurraz

Institute

5.

Dr. Abedkareem
Musa Faraj Allah

Ph. D in
Methodology

Al - Aqsa University - Gaza

6.

Dr. Hekmat Alian Almasri

Ph. D in
Methodology

Al - Quds Open University
Gaza

7.

Mr. Saied EL- Sisi

MA in Applied
Linguistics

8.

Mr. Ibrahim Mohammed
Abu Tailakh

MA in
Methodology

Teacher of English

9.

Miss. Suha Ismail Al Halloul

MA in
Methodology

Teacher of English

10.

Mr. Basel Yaghi

11.

Al - Azhar University - Gaza

Teacher of English

Mr. Raed Awad Kadoura

MA in
Methodology
MA in Media

12.

Mr. Talab Hamouda

B.A in English

Teacher of English

13.

Dr . Rizzal Fadilah

Ph. D in
Methodology
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Teacher of English

University of Putra
Malaysia

Appendix (7):
Content Analysis of English for Palestine 8 (A & B) and its percentages

All activities (604)

100

102

10.
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10.

